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CHAPTER I 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Introduction 

One of the oldest activities of the industrial engineer 

is plant layout and material handling. It is the one which 

deals with the "design of an arrangement of the physical 

elements of an activity [1]," and has always been very 

closely related to the manufacturing industry, where the 

drawing of the resulting design is known as a plant layout. 

The layout and arrangement of plant and facilities have 

always been recognized as important factors in promoting 

efficiency and in contributing to many of the costs of 

production, particularly those consequent upon the movement 

and storage of goods and materials. 

However in recent years, as the industrial engineer has 

broadened -his outlook toward professional career development, 

he/she was became aware that almost all meaningful activity 

(service as well as manufacturing) required physical 

facilities and most often, such facilities could and should 

be planned and designed by following pretty much the same 

principles and procedures he/she had been using for 

manufacturing plant layouts. He/she has began to apply this 

methodology in the design of any physical facility -



therefore, facility design, a term just as significant for 

the arrangement of the physical elements of a warehouse, 

post office, retail store, restaurant, hospital, home, or 

even a factory. 

A facility design is usually represented as a floor 

plan, or an arrangement of physical facilities (equipment, 

land, building, utilities) to facilitate the interrelation

ships among operating personnel, material flow, information 

flow, and the methods required in achieving enterprise 

objectives efficiently, economically, and safely. The 

overall objective of facilities design is to get the inputs 

(materials, supplies, etc.) into, through and out of each 

facility in the shortest practical time at acceptable cost. 

Ordinarily the bulk of a manufacturing company's assets 

are tied up in plant and equipment. The operating effecti

veness of these facilities depends in considerable measure 

on the effectiveness of the layout. A poorly conceived 

layout can result in congestion and Prohibitive material 

handling costs. On the other hand, an effective layout can 

provide an environment for efficient production. 

The major objectives of facilities design are to [1]: 

1. Facilitate the manufacturing process; 

2. Minimize material handling; 



3. Maintain flexibility of arrangement and of operation; 

4. Maintain high turnover of work-in-process; 

5. Hold down investment in equipment; 

6. Make economical use of building cube; 

7. Promote effective utilization of manpower; and 

8. Provide for employee convenience, safety, and comfort in 

doing the work. 

In facilities design, the analysis includes 

quantitative data and qualitative information. Both are 

essential for an efficient facilities design. 

The quantitative data (e.g., the daily production 

output of a machine tool or the weekly number of trips a 

lift truck makes between two departments) needs to be 

collected and utilized in the design procedure. 

The qualitative information, e.g., worker safety and 

morale or the aesthetic appearance of the exterior of the 

plant must be considered in the successful plant design. 

The" facilities location problem within a production 

system has been most acute when the nature of the products 

and demands dictate what is commonly termed process control

led, functional, or Jobshop layout. In process controlled 

layout, equipment of a common generic type are grouped 



together. For example, in a jobbing machine shop all of the 

lathes would be in one area, the milling machines in 

another, etc. Parts and products flowing through the 

system then proceed by routes dictated by the sequence of 

operations to be performed and, of course, these routes vary 

considerably for different parts and products so that no one 

choice of the relative location of departments is best for 

all parts. One choice of relative locations may be excel

lent for some parts but poor for others. The result is that 

we wish to determine a choice of locations which minimizes 

the total cost of operation, which is dependent upon 

location patterns. 

Problem Statement 

The facilities layout problem 

The major problem in plant layout is to determine the 

most economical relative location of facilities. 

A facility is a separate activity having work 

relationships with each of the other activities of the same 

layout. In an industrial concern, for example, a facility 

may consist of one machine tool, a group of machines which 

must operate as a unit, a department within a plant or the 

plant itself if a group of plants is being considered for a 

layout. 



Consider a manufacturing plant where there are n 

discrete manufacturing facilities to be assigned to n 

available locations, each facility is to be assigned to one 

location with no locations left unfilled. The following 

notation is used: 

dj_j = distance traveled by materials and components 

being transported between the i_th and j th 

locations: 

ê .; = cost per unit distance for transporting all material 

flow between the ith_ and jtĥ  facilities. 

The values taken by d • • and e- • form two matrices, the 

distance and cost matrices respectively. The distance 

matrix will be symmetrical about a diagonal since the 

distance between any two departments is assumed to be the 

same regardless of which of the pair is chosen for the 

origin and destination. 

Then the total material handling cost, C, is: 

n n 

The problem is to find the arrangement that places the 

facilities in locations relative to each other, such that C 

is a minimum. 



For values of n of practical interest it is not 

feasible to enumerate all possible layouts (for ex: if n is 

10 then number of possible ways is 10!= 3,628,800 ways); it 

is advantageous to apply heuristic planning technique in 

order to find a layout which reduces C to an acceptably low 

value. 

According to Muther [17], it may be difficult or 

impossible to obtain reliable flow and/or cost data, and, in 

some instances, flow costs may not be the prominent 

criterion. Muther developed a list of closeness ratings: 

A - Absolutely necessary 

E - Especially important 

I - Important 

0 - Ordinary closeness is o.k. 

U - Unimportant 

X - Undersirable 

Each pair of departments is assigned such a priority for 

closeness. Layouts are then evaluated in terms of closeness 

ratings realized. In practice many facility pairs may have 

identical e values. In this case the Total Closeness 

Rating (TCR) will serve to better distinguish and rank the 

departments inorder for selection of departments into the 

layout. 



TCR can be calculated as 

• TCRi-2;V(rij ) 

where rj_j represents the ordinal relationship (A,E,I,0,U or 

X) between departments i and j , and V(r ) represents the 
ij 

numerical value assigned to the ordinal relationship for 

departments i and j. Also ordinal relationship values are 

more useful, as it can be used for non production 

departments (Office layout) and as well as for production 

departments. 

Previous Research 

The development of techniques to deal with the 

facilities layout problem have evolved through three stages 

namely: 

1. Manual Techniques (ex: Travelcharts, SLP); (mid fifties 

to early sixties): 

Travelcharting enables the layout analyst to arrange 

and analyse a large quantity of material handling data in a 

concise and rapid way. The travelcharting techniques does 

not inherently offer an optimal solution, but relative to 

one another various layout proposals can be evaluated 

quantitatively [7]. 



The Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) developed by 

Muther [17] is a method of schematically analysing the 

relative relatiornships between work centres. It contains a 

highly systematic approach and a number of quantitative 

factors. 

All of the available graphical and systematic 

approaches to the facilities layout problem depended on an 

analysis of data concerning the amount and sequence of 

material moves between departments. They rely too much on a 

subjective evaluation of alternatives. Because of the trial 

and error procedure they adopt in analysis, the graphical 

and systematic approaches all fail to accommodate the case 

in which the number of facilities is large [7]. 

2. Mathematical Models and Mainframe based Computer 

Assisted Techniques (ex: CORELAP, CRAFT etc.); (mid 

sixties to early seventies): 

Gilmore [10] and Lawler [11] have proposed that layout 

design is a quadratic assignment problem which can be solved 

using appropriate mathematical programming techniques. As 

an alternative formulation, a travelling salesman problem 

was suggested by Gavett and Plyter [9]. Thes mathematical 

models demonstrate the existence of one or more optimal 

solutions which can, at least in concept, be identified. 



Due to the combinatorial nature of the facilities 

layout problem it does not lend itself well to analytical 

solution and hence the lack of success of the mathematical 

models. Moreover, complete enumeration of the possible 

assignments of facilities to locations with the exception of 

very small problems, cannot be considered a computationally 

feasible solution method. 

To avoid the problems of complete enumeration, optimal 

and suboptimal algorithms involving the use of branch and 

bound methods and heuristics have recently been developed. 

Interest in computerized heuristics has grown recently 

as a result of advances in computer technology. The 

development of these heuristic algorithms seems to represent 

the most promising approach to the solution of the 

facilities layout problem. 

In many Industrial applications there are large numbers 

of manufacturing activities with complicated flows of mate

rial between them. The arrangement of these activities in a 

way which reduces the materials handling cost to an 

acceptably low value is then a challenging task. Because 

of the large amounts of quantitative data to be handled, 

this task is well suited to a computer aided methodology. 
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An international survey by Moore [15] describes the 

world wide evolution of computer aided facility design 

programs to the early seventies. A survey by Hiesterberg 

[12] defines four major classes of CAFP (computer aided 

facility planning) software tools: facility layout 

planning; equipment selection; storage design, and material 

flow analysis. It compares the features of about 40 such 

packages. Numerous examples in the literature indicate that 

CAFP tools have become useful, reliable aids for designing 

new facilities as well as for redesigning the existing ones. 

According to Apple [1], if a serious attempt is made to 

obtain good data on most of the relevant factors, the result 

of a computerized layout algorithm can be extremely useful 

in: 

1. Exploring a great many potential relationships not 

otherwise accessible; 

2. Permitting the designer to learn from the data 

collection process; 

3. Providing insight into the problem by watching the 

printout process; 

4. Better defining the problem, which is necessary for 

computerization. 
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By using computerized layout algorithms, the layout 

analyst can quickly generate a number of alternative 

solutions to a layout problem. The solutions obtained from 

computerized algorithms often represent radical departures 

from convention. Consequently, computerized solutions force 

the layout analyst to consider new and provocative designs. 

Computerized layout algorithms can be classified 

according to the way in which the final layout is generated. 

Specifically, some construct the layout by building up a 

solution "from scratch." Construction algorithms consist of 

the successive selection and placement of activities 

(departments) until a layout design is achieved. The second 

type of algorithm is the improvement type. In this case a 

complete existing layout is required initially, and 

locations of activities (departments) are interchanged so as 

to improve the layout design. 

The most well known of the construction algorithms are 

CORELAP (Lee and Moore [13]) and ALDEP (Seehof and Evans 

[20]). CORELAP locates the most "highly related" activity, 

and then progressively adds other activities, based on rated 

closeness desired, and in required size, until all 

activities have been placed. 
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CORELAP expresses the relative attractiveness of close 

proximity between department pairs through the RELATIONSHIP 

CHART by using Muther,s Relationship values. To score 

proposed layouts, the closeness ratings are given numerical 

values. CORELAP computes a Total Closeness Ratings (TCR) 

for each department by summing the relationship scores for 

this department with respect to each other department. The 

department with the highest TCR is placed first in the 

layout. Subsequent placement of departments into the layout 

is based upon the strength of the candidate departments' 

closeness rating with already-placed departments (evaluated 

one-at-a-time in the order of their placement). Location of 

entering departments is determined so as to increase the' 

length of the boundry shared by departments with a high 

closeness rating. Although the original version of CORELAP 

did not provide a total score for the final layout, the 

"interactive" CORELAP subsequently developed by Moore [13] 

does. This final score is computed by summing the products 

of all inter-department closeness ratings and the associated 

rectilinear distances between department boundaries. A 

detailed description of the algorithmic procedure of CORELAP 

is given in chapter II. 

ALDEP selects an initial activity at random and 

locates this activity in columnal strips beginning in the 
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upper left corner. Subsequent activities, in required size, 

are selected and placed: (a) according to the highest 

relationship between placed departments and each yet-to-be-

placed department, or (b) at random, if no significant 

relationships are found. Each final layout is scored by 

summing the numerical values of the closeness ratings for 

all pairs of adjacent departments. Only those trials which 

result in scores at least as great as the user-specified 

minimum acceptable scores are printed out. 

PLANET [2] utilizes information about the material flow 

patterns, with the algorithm establishing a layout by asking; 

1. Which department should be selected for placement 

next? 

2. Where should this department be placed? 

It then fixes each department in the layout in such a way as 

to keep the material handling cost as low as possible. 

Three alternative methods evaluate the relationships between 

departments not yet selected for placement and those that 

have been selected. Strong interrelationships between 

department pairs or within a department group will imply 

early selection. A search routine finds a location for each 

department as it is selected, the location that will have 

the smallest placement penalty with respect to the then 
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existing partial layout is chosen. Based on the input data, 

the relationships and penalties are a function of material 

handling volumes, methods, and costs. 

The most prominent example of an improvement procedure 

is CRAFT (Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities 

Technique). It was originally presented by Armour and Buffa 

[3] and subsequently tested, refined and applied by Buffa, 

Armour and Vollman [5]. 

CRAFT computes the total cost as the product of the 

flow, handling cost per unit distance per unit flow, and 

distance between center of activities. Then it considers 

relocation of activity centers by two-way and three-way 

exchanges. An exchange inducing the greatest cost reduction 

is made, and a new total cost determined. To be exchanged, 

activity centers must have the same area or share a common 

boundary. The process is repeated until no significant cost 

reduction can be found. The program is path-oriented, so 

not all possible exchanges are examined. Therefore, what 

must be called a sub-optimum layout is reached. To 

consider all possible exchanges in arriving at an optimum is 

not feasible at present. 
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3. Microcomputer Techniques (ex: CAD, FLING etc.); 

(eighties): 

FLING [4] is a microcomputer implemented, optimum 

seeking algorithm which follows the general philosophy of 

CORELAP with a few significant modifications, developed by 

Blair and Miller. FLING expresses the relative 

desirableness of proximity of departments through the 

relationship chart. Closeness ratings (A,E,I,0,U,X) are 

given default numerical values which may be overridden by 

the user. Final and partially completed layouts are scored 

by multiplying the numerical closeness ratings by the 

inverse of center-to-center rectilinear distances between 

departments and summing over all department pairs. The 

scoring scheme effectively combines a less formal set of 

ordinal weights (as in CORELAP) and a continuous metric 

distance. Layouts are constructed interactively by 

sequentially placing departments into the layout. 

A recent survey by Filley [19], compares the software 

products available for use by industrial engineers in the 

facilities planning and design process, under three 

categories, namely Decision Support Systems (DSS), Computer 

Aided Design (CAD) and Management Information Systems 

(MIS). 
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Objectives 

Present Research has been focussed on improvement and 

microcomputer implementation of the popular construction 

technique CORELAP. Issues addressed include the 

disadvantages of irregular shapes in the final layout, lack 

of options to generate alternate layouts, and the extensive 

hardware requirements of previous implementations. The 

objective of the research discussed in the following text 

has been the development of a microcomputer based improved 

version, programmed in Turbo pascal [6] which would: 

1. Utilize the same procedural approach and input data 

format required by the original CORELAP; 

2. Provide an option for user participation in the 

selection of entering departments into the layout; 

3. Provide a high degree of interaction between the 

user and the algorithm; 

4. Make it possible to generate and evaluate 

alternative layout patterns; 

5. provide flexibility in decision making with respect 

to department selections and location in the layout; 

and 

6. Allow the designer to store, retrieve and modify the 

input data. 



CHAPTER II 

MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The model developed in this research is based on 

CORELAP version 9.3 [21]. The algorithmic procedure of 

CORELAP version 9.3 is discussed below. 

Description of CORELAP Version 9.3 

CORELAP Logic 

The algorithm utilized in CORELAP is heuristic. It 

arrives at a good block plan layout. However, it can in no 

way be construed to be optimum in the strict mathematical 

sense. 

Inputs 

The minimum input requirements for CORELAP include 

1. A relationship chart for the departments; 

2. The number of departments; 

3. The area of each department; and 

4. Numerical weights for RELATIONSHIP chart ordinal values 

Optional input parameters for CORELAP include 

1. Scale of output printout; 

2. Building length to width ratio; 

3. Punch or CALCOMP plotting of the final layout; and 

4. Department preassignment. 

17 
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Algorithmic Procedure 

CORELAP begins the process of constructing a layout for 

a facility by calculating the total closeness rating (TCR) 

assigned to the closeness relationships (A=6, E=5, 1=4, 0=3, 

U=2, X=l) between a department and all other departments. 

The department having the highest TCR is then placed in the 

center of the layout. If there is a tie for the highest 

TCR, the department having the largest area is placed. After 

a department is placed in the layout, it is called a 

winner. Next, the relationship chart is scanned. If a 

department is found which has an "A" relationship with the 

winner, it is brought into the layout. A victor is a 

department selected for the next entry into the layout. It 

becomes a winner once it is placed in the layout. If a 

victor is not identified via an "A" relationship, the 

relationship chart is scanned for an "E" relationship, then 

an "I", etc. If two or more departments are found which 

have the same relationship with a winner, the TCR and 

department size are utilized to select the next victor. 

The third department to enter the layout is determined 

by scanning the relationship chart to see if an unassigned 

department exists which has an "A" relationship with the 

first winner. If so, this department is brought into the 

layout. If no unassigned department exists which has an "A" 
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relationship with the first winner, the relationship chart 

is scanned to see if an unassigned department exists which 

has an "A" relationship with the second winner. If so, this 

department is the victor and is brought into the layout. If 

no unassigned department exists which has an "A" relationship 

with the second department, this procedure is repeated 

considering "E" relationships, then "I" relationships, etc. 

This process continues constructing the layout in much the 

same way a crystal grows until finally all the departments 

are included. 

Once a department becomes a victor, a decision must be 

made as where to place it. The placement method in CORELAP 

9.3 uses the placement rating which is the sum of the 

weighted closeness ratings between the entering department 

and its new neighbors ( i.e., departments which would share 

a common boundary ). A new department is entered at that 

location with the largest placement rating. When two or 

more locations have the same placement rating, the one with 

the largest boundary length is used. 

After the layout has been prepared, CORELAP evaluates 

its solution by calculating the Distance Tables. The 

shortest path between departments is used rather than the 

centroid criteria used in CRAFT, COFAD and PLANET. The 
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total score for a layout is the sum of the products found by 

multiplying the length of the shortest path for all pairs of 

departments by the numerical closeness ratings, i.e., the 

total score is 

Score = (closeness rating) * (length of shortest path) 
i = l 

where n is the number of closeness ratings. 

Output 

The final output form is the layout matrix. This 

CORELAP block plan layout indicates the location of 

departments by printing the two-digit number representing 

the department in each of the unit squares it occupies. The 

balance of the final print-out is made up of zeros which 

occupy those unit squares available but are not utilized by 

any department during the process of developing the layout. 

A logical extension to this form of output would be to 

utilize a digital plotter which could actually provide a 

drawing of the CORELAP block plan layout. 

ARCORLAP: A Microcomputer Implementation 

The software package ARCORLAP has been developed to 

work on IBM personal computers, computers compatible with 

IBM and T.I professional computers. Turbo Pascal [6] was 
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selected as the programming language for ARCORLAP. The 

principal reason for selecting Turbo pascal is its 

flexibility in memory allocation for a complicated program 

of this nature, and also its computation power and 

structured programming format. Several significant features 

were added to enhance the capabilities of the original 

CORELAP code. 

ARCORLAP and its working procedure are explained in 

the following three sections, (i) Input, (ii) Department 

selection and placing, and (iii) Output. 

Before running the program the following parameters 

should be available: 

1. Number of departments; 

2. Area of departments; and 

3. Relationship chart. 

Input Section 

The software has been designed so that as each data 

value is input, the program will check for its 

appropriateness. For example, if the number of departments 

has been entered as alpha characters or the relationship 

letter code has been entered as a character other than 

A,E,I,0,U,X, then the program will give an error message and 



ask the user to reenter the data. After checking the 

validity of the input data, the program provides an option 

to edit the input data if necessary. 

Data entry begins with the number of departments and 

area of each department. ARCORLAP will first prompt the 

user to enter the number of departments. Then the program 

will produce a table on the screen as shown below, 

requesting that the user enter the area of each 

department. As each area value is entered, it is posted to 

the table. 

DEPT NO. AREA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Figure 1. Area entry table 

Secondly, the relationship chart is entered into the 

program's data base. ARCORLAP will display a chart as shown 

in figure 2, and prompt the user to enter the letter code 

relationship between departments (A,E,I.0.U,X). Since the 

matrix is symmetrical only the upper triangular half of the 

matrix must be entered. 
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TO 
i 2̂  3 4_ 5 

1 \ 
2 \ 

FROM 3 \ 
4 \ 
5 \ 

Figure 2. Relationship entry matrix 

Next, the software will display the default standard 

weights for the letter code ratings. These default weights 

can be overridden by the designer. This action is initiated 

by an affirmative responses to a query from the program. 

The layout designer is allowed to specify which, if 

any, of the following options he/she wishes to invoke: 

1. Minimum side of the square: 

This will be used to calculate the unit square area, 

and thereby to determine the number of unit squares, to 

represent each department. 

2. Partial layout option: 

This option will cause the program to display the 

layout after each department is placed in the layout. 

Department Selection and Placement 

The first department to enter the layout will be 

selected upon the basis of the Total Closeness Rating (TCR). 
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The TCR value for all departments are calculated, ranked 

from maximum to minimum, and the department with the 

highest TCR is selected and placed in the center of the 

(as explained in the CORELAP procedure). Then, if the 

partial layout option has been selected, this first partial 

layout will be displayed on the screen for the designer's 

approval with respect to acceptance or rejection of the 

selection and location in the layout. If the designer does 

not accept this placement, then the department which was 

placed in the layout will be removed and put back in the 

selection sequence. The department with the next highest 

TCR will be selected and placed in the layout and will be 

shown on the screen. This process of selecting alternate 

departments will continue until the designer accepts one 

initial starting department in the layout, or all the 

departments available have been shown to the designer. In 

the latter case, the program will force the designer to 

select one of the available departments to be placed as the 

first department in the layout. 

After placing the first department in the layout, the 

program next searches the relationship chart for a 

department which has the highest valued relationship with 

the department already in the layout. The program then 
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determines a place for that department adjacent to the one 

in the layout and places that department. This next partial 

layout will be_displayed to the designer for his acceptance. 

If the user does not accept the department selection, then 

the next highly rated relationship will be reviewed. This 

process of selecting the next department will continue until 

the user accepts one department or all the rated 

departments, with respect to the placed department(s) are 

exhausted. In the latter case, the department with the 

highest TCR which is not placed in the layout will be 

selected and the designer will be notified of this situation 

with two options. One option is to choose the department 

with the highest TCR and the second is to select any one 

(user's option) among those departments which have been 

rejected earlier. Once a department is selected, the 

program checks to determine if there are unplaced 

departments remaining. If so, the selection/placement 

process is continued. If not, the output phase is entered. 

After each department is accepted by the designer, he 

will be given an option to make placement/shape adjustments 

by moving department locations interactively in order to 

get a more refined shape. This task is accomplished through 

the use of the "arrow" and function keys as described in the 

Appendix B. 
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Output Section 

The final output form is the layout matrix. The center 

part of this matrix will be shown on the screen and can be 

moved in all four directions by using the arrow keys. This 

provides a clear view of the entire layout and/or particular 

portions of the layout. The layout indicates the location 

of departments by printing the two digit number representing 

the department in each of the unit square it occupies. Unit 

squares which are not allocated to a department are shown as 

the "." character. 

After the final layout is printed, the user can 

evaluate the layout by requesting the score (detailed below) 

The user will be allowed to shape up the irregularities of 

the layout (if any). In this case, a check has been 

provided to prevent separation of the squares allocated to a 

particular department. In figure 3(a) note that one square 

of department 11 is projected outside and at the same time 

there is a vacant square in the bottom by the side of 

department 12. It is possible that the designer might wish 

to put that one square of 11 into that vacant place to get 

a layout like that shown in -figure 3(b). This is not a 

valid arrangement as that square of 11 is isolated from the 

rest of the squares of department 11. Figure 3(c) shows 
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the valid adjustment of 11. The configuration of figure 

3(b) is not allowed by the program. 

11 11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 12 12 
13 13 13 12 12 
13 13 13 12 

(a) 

11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 12 12 
13 13 13 12 12 
13 13 13 12 11 

(b) 

11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 11 11 
11 11 11 12 11 
13 13 13 12 12 
13 13 13 12 12 

(c) 

Fig 3. Department arrangement, (a) Original arrangement; 

(b) Invalid adjustment; (c) Valid adjustment. 

After every valid arrangement of the layout, the 

program will allow the designer to score his layout. 

The process of arranging and changing the locations of 

departments can be done any number of times to generate 

different patterns in order to come up with a better layout 

Score Calculation 

At each change in the composition of a layout (partial, 

or completed) a call is made to another routine where the 

current positions of all the departments are used to 

determine a score for the current layout. This score is 

calculated by summing the products of shortest distances 

between all pairs of departments times the numerical 

closeness for the pair, as in CORELAP version 9.3. 
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Redo Loop 

One of the useful feature of the software is the "redo 

loop." This feature facilitates the generation of alter

native layout patterns. 

The program provides an option to save the current 

final layout and then reinitiate the layout process after 

possibly making changes to one on more of the input data 

sources: 

1. Departmental areas; 

2. Relationship chart values; and/or 

3. Relationship numerical weights. 

This feature makes it convenient to create and compare 

a number of potential layouts for the purpose of performing 

a sensitivity analysis with respect to the integrity of 

input data. 

The flow diagram of the computer program is given in 

figures 4(a) and 4(b). A description of procedures used in 

the program is included to assist in interpreting the flow 

diagram. 
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BUILDRLE USEFILE 

INPUT DATA 

(CEPTS) 

(AFEAINPUT) 
(RHAnCNSHlP) 
{RATINGS) 

DISPLAY DATA 

(VTCTCR) 

FIND NEXT VICTOR 

PL/CEVCTCR 
(PLACE) 
(LOOP) 

(ceourc) 

© 
Figure 4. Flow diagram. (a) Flowchart A 
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Description of Procedures 

MAIN PROGRAM 

This is essentially a device for calling procedures in 

the proper order. 

BUILDFILE 

This calls procedures DEPTS, AREAINPUT, RELATIONSHIP and 

RATINGS inorder to build a new data file. 

USEFILE 

This procedure reads the existing datafile and displays 

data for editing. 

DEPTS 

This procedure asks for the number of departments and 

performs checks for it. 

AREAINPUT 

This procedure asks for the necessary area. Area 

should be between 10 and 32760. 

RELATIONSHIP 

This procedure uses CHART and CONVERTREL for 

relationship letter code entry and check. 

CHART 

This is used by RELATIONSHIP to produce a square matrix 
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for relationship entry. 

CONVERTREL 

This procedure converts the letter code entry (A, E, I, 

0, U, X,) into corresponding numerical value (6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 

1) to find TCR. In the case of data file input, this 

routine will convert the numerical values in the file to 

letter code for display. 

READIN 

This procedure calculates the TCR for each departments 

and ranks them from maximum to minimum, finds the total 

plant area, determines the size of layout matrix and number 

of squares per department. 

VICTOR 

This finds the next victor to be placed in the layout. 

PLACE 

This procedure finds a space for the victor adjacent to 

the winner and another department to maximize the 

relationships satisfied. 

LOOP 

This procedure is used by PLACE in finding the place 

for the VICTOR. 
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DBOUND 

This procedure defines the bounds of the used area. 

CURRENTDEPT 

This procedure displays the department currently 

entered in the layout for designers decisions. 

TABLE 

This procedure calculates the interdepartmental 

distances using 'Rectangular distance' and finds the score 

by multiplication with the corresponding ratings. 

PRINT 

This procedure is the mechanism for printing out the 

layout. 

POSITION 

For a given layout this procedure scans the layout 

matrix for every department, and finds the locations of the 

department squares. 

SEPDEPT 

This procedure checks to assure that all the squares of 

a department are together. 

SAVDATA 

This procedure saves the input data for further use and 
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for print out purpose. 

LAYLST 

This procedure controls overall process of printing, 

screen movement, and adjustment of locations by using PRINT, 

POSITION, and SEPDEPT. 

An Example 

The development of a layout can be best illustrated 

through an example. The input data for the selected problem 

[16] are given in figures 5(a) and 5(b). 

Input Data for the Example Problem 

The required data includes the number of departments 

(10), areas of departments and relationships between 

departments as shown in figures 5(a) and 5(b). 

As optional features, the partial layout option is 

selected and the minimum square side is selected as 10 sq. 

ft. No changes are made in the default weights of ratings. 

Department Selection and Placement For The Problem 

The program calculates the unit square area of 100 

(10x10) square feet, and calculates the number of unit 

squares needed. The program then calculates the Total 

Closeness Rating (TCR) for each department by adding the 



J J 

DE4>T. N O . 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

t 0 

FUNCTION 

Display area 

Parcel post 

Parts shipment 

Foreman 

Repair & Service parts 

Service area 

Receiving 

Testing 

General Storage 

General Offices 

1 
AREA (Sq. ft) 

1 

12: 

34 

410 

130 

60 

570 

170 

450 

1400 

1250 

(a) 

Display area 

Parcel Post 

Parts shipment 

Foreman 

Repair & service 

Service area 

Receiving 

Testing 

General storage 

General offices 

(b) 

Figure 5. Input data. (a) Departments and areas 

(b) Relationship chart. 
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numerical values for the relationships as shown in Table 

1.1. 

Table 1.1 Calculation of the TCR for the example problem 

Dept. No. Relationships Total Closeness 
Rating (TCR) 

1 U+U+I+U+U+U+U+U+E 23 

2 U+U+O+O+U+U+U+I+0 23 

3 U+U+I+U+U+U+U+A+U 24 

4 I+0+I+I+I+O+I+I+O 33 

5 U+O+U+I+E+U+I+U+U 26 

6 U+U+U+I+E+U+E+U+U 26 

7 U+U+U+0+U+U+U+A+U 23 

8 U+U+U+I+I+E+U+E+U 28 

9 U+I+A+I+U+U+A+E+U 33 

10 E+0+U+O+U+U+U+U+U 23 

The first department selected by the program to enter 

the layout is department '9' as it has the highest TCR. 

This department is placed in the center of the layout as 

shown in figure 6 and displayed for approval. Note that the 

program adds 10 to the department number prior to it being 

displayed on the screen for unbiformity and for neater 
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19 19 19 19 
19 * * 19 
19 19 19 19 
19 19 . . 

Figure 6. Example of first partial layout 

presentation (i.e., department 9 will be printed as 19). The 

displayed layout with department 9 in the center is 

accepted. Then by scanning the relationship chart the 

program finds Departments 7 and 3, which have an 'A' 

relationship with Department '9'. Department 3 has a higher 

TCR (24) than Department 7 (23), so department 3 is selected 

and placed adjacent to department 9 as shown in figure 7. 

Suppose that the user feels that if department 3 (parts 

shipment) is placed on the top side of department 9, it will 

be easier to maintain shipping on the building perimeter 

with access to loading dock facilities. Therefore the 

placement of department 3 is rejected at this stage. 

19 19 19 19 
19 * * 19 
19 19 19 19 
19 19 13 13 
. . 13 13 

Figure 7. Layout where department 3's placement is rejected 

Department 7 is selected next and placed in the layout 

as shown in figure 8. This layout is accepted. 
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19 19 19 19 
19 * * 19 
19 19 17 . 

Figure 8. Second accepted partial layout 

As department 3 is again in the selection sequence with 

A' rating with Department 9, it is selected and placed in » A > 

the layout. For the same reason mentioned above, it gets 

rejected. The next department selected by scanning the 

relationship chart is department 8 which has an 'E' rating 

with department 9. It is placed in the layout as shown in 

figure 9 and is accepted. 

19 19 19 19 . 
19 * * 19 . 
19 19 17 18 18 
. . . 18 18 

Figure 9. Third accepted layout 

The department 3 is again selected, and now it is 

placed below department 7 as shown in figure 10. This 

19 19 19 19 . 
19 * * 19 
19 19 17 18 18 
. 13 13 18 18 
. 13 13 . 

Figure 10. Layout with department 3 covering department 7 
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placement is again rejected for the additional reason that 

it surrounds department 7 (receiving room) which should 

also be placed on the exterior of the layout. Department 6 

is selected and placed adjacent to 8, 7 and 9. As this 

department also surrounds department 7, it also gets 

rejected. Department 4 is selected next and placed adjacent 

to 8 and 9 and it's placement is accepted. Department 6 is 

selected and placed in the layout as shown in figure 11 (a) . 

Now using the option to move squares, the top right handside 

square of department 6 is moved to fill the gap in the 

bottom side of 6. This layout is shown in figure 11 (b). 

. 19 19 19 19 . . . . 

. 19 * * 19 . . . 

. 19 19 19 19 14 16 16 . 

. 19 19 17 18 18 16 16 . 

. . . . 18 18 16 . . 

(a) 

. 19 19 19 19 . . . . 

. 19 * * 19 . . . . 

. 19 19 19 19 14 16 . . 

. 19 19 17 18 18 16 16 . 

. . . . 18 18 16 16 . 

(b) 

Figure 11. Layout adjustment (a) Fifth partial layout; 

(b) Fifth partial layout after adjustment. 
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The departments 5, 2, 1 and 10 are the next departments 

to be selected and accepted. Department 3, the only 

department not placed in the layout, is selected and placed 

above the department 9, the acceptable place for department 

3. The final partial layout is given in figure 12. 

. 13 13 20 * * 20 . 
. 19 19 19 19 11 20 20 20 20 . 
.19 * * 19 12 12 12 . 
. 19 19 19 19 14 16 15 . . . 
. 19 19 17 18 18 16 16 . . . 

. 18 18 16 16 . 

Figure 12. Final partial layout 

Output for the Example Problem 

The final layout is printed with a message indicating 

that the score can be obtained by entering the character 

"S". An " S" is pressed and the program prints the score 

as 136. The program then allows the user the option to 

make adjustments. Looking at the layout it is felt that 

department 10 (printed as 20 in the layout ) needs some 

adjustment. Using the ARCORLAP's facility to move squares, 

department 3 and the six projected squares of department 10 

are arranged to give a final layout with a better shape as 

shown in fig 13. 'S' is pressed again for the score which 

is reported to be 132. 
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. 13 13 13 13 20 20 20 20 
. 19 19 19 19 11 20 20 20 20 
.19 * * 19 12 12 12 20 20 
. 19 19 19 19 14 16 15 20 20 
. 19 19 17 18 18 16 16 . . 

Figure 13. Final layout 

The program then prints the reedit menu shown in figure 

14. The option for printing the results, produces the 

printout illustrated in figure 15. It contains the input 

data, calculated results, final layout and the distance 

table. 

RE-EDIT MENU 

1. Edit the Areas 

2. Edit the Relationship 

3. Edit the Weights of Ratings 

4. Edit the optional inputs 

5. Rerun the Program 

6. Print the Input data and Results 

7. Save all the data in a file 

8. Quit 

Figure 14. Reedit menu 
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NO 

6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

STANDARD RATINGS USED 

RATNGS MEANING 

A 
E 
I 
0 
U 
X 

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 
ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT 

IMPORTANT 
ORDINARY CLOSENESS 

UNIMPORTANT 
UNDESIRABLE 

WEIGHT 

243 
81 
27 
9 
I 

-729 

NO 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

NO .OF DEPARTMENTS : 10 

AREA 

120 
340 
410 
130 
60 
570 
170 
450 
1400 
1250 

TOTAL AREA = 4900.00 

DATA 
N 
s 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

W 
= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

s 
s 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

E 
= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

REL, 
s s s : 

0 2 
2 0 
2 2 
4 3 
2 3 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
2 4 

.CHARTS 
= = = = = = = 

2 4 2 2 
2 3 3 2 
0 4 2 2 
4 0 4 4 
2 4 0 5 
2 4 5 0 
2 3 2 2 
2 4 4 5 
6 4 2 2 

2 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
0 
2 
6 

2 
2 
2 
4 
4 
5 
2 
0 
5 

2 
4 
6 
4 
2 
2 
6 
5 
0 

5 
3 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

5 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 0 

ELEMENT SQUARE = 100.00 

TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENT SQUARES NEEDED FOR LAYOUT IS 98.0 

THE AREA OF DEPARTMENT 15 IS CHANGED TO 100.0 

NO 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

DEPARTMENTAL 
NO. OF 

UNIT SQRS 
1 
3 
4 
1 
1 
5 
1 
4 

14 
12 

Figure 15 . 

BLOCK 
WIDTH 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
3 

Inp 

DATA 

Ut 

BLOCK 
LENGTH 

da 

1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
4 

ta an id 

TCR 

23 
23 
24 
33 
26 
26 
23 
28 
33 
23 

results printout 
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AFTER SORTING THE DEPARTMENTAL DATA 

NO UNITS L W TCR 
19 
14 
18 
16 
15 
13 
20 
12 
17 
11 

14 
1 
4 
5 
1 
4 
12 
3 
1 
1 

4 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 

4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 
4 
3 
1 
1 

33 
33 
28 
26 
26 
24 
23 
23 
23 
23 

FINAL LAYOUT 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 13 13 13 13 20 20 20 20 
20 19 19 19 19 11 20 20 20 20 
21 19 * * 19 12 12 12 20 20 
22 19 19 19 19 14 16 15 20 20 
23 19 19 17 18 18 16 16 . . 
24 18 18 16 16 . . 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

DISTANCE TABLE AND SCORE SECTION 

DISTANCE TABLE 

6 RATING ( 2 PAIRS ) 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
17 19 0 
13 19 0 

Figure 15 (Continued) 
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5 RATING ( 
FROM 
18 
16 
15 
11 

TO 
19 
18 
16 
20 

4 RATING ( 
FROM 
14 
14 
14 
12 
14 
11 
15 
13 

TO 
16 
19 
18 
19 
15 
14 
18 
14 

3 RATING ( 
FROM 
12 
12 
12 
14 
14 

TO 
20 
15 
14 
20 
17 

2 RATING ( 
FROM 
17 
15 
12 
11 
11 
11 
13 
12 
16 
19 
16 
12 
16 
15 
11 
11 
18 
12 
13 

TO 
18 
20 
16 
12 
13 
19 
20 
18 
19 
20 
20 
13 
17 
19 
18 
16 
20 
17 
17 

4 PAIRS ) 
DISTANCE 

0 
0 
0 
0 

8 PAIRS ) 
DISTANCE 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
2 
2 

5 PAIRS ) 
DISTANCE 

0 
0 
0 
2 
2 

26 PAIRS 
DISTANCE 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 

11 
13 
13 
15 
13 
11 
17 

15 
16 
18 
17 
15 
17 
20 

3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 

SCORE FOR THE LAYOUT IS 132 

Figure 15 (Continued) 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

When the sample problem used in the previous chapter, 

is submitted to the CORELAP version 9.3 FORTRAN code, the 

following layout with a score of 210 is produced. 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20 20 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 20 20 20 20 11 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 12 12 12 14 15 0 0 0 
0 0 0 19 19 19 19 16 16 0 0 
0 0 0 19 19 19 19 16 16 16 0 
0 0 0 19 19 19 19 18 18 0 0 
0 0 0 19 19 13 13 18 18 0 0 
0 0 0 0 17 13 13 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Figure 16. Final layout produced by CORELAP version 9.3 

Comparison of Results 

By comparing the layouts it can be seen that, because 

of the easy adjustments provided by ARCORLAP, the final 

layout's overall shape and the individual department's 

shapes look neater than in the above layout. The replace

ment of a square's number (if it is surrounded by the same 

department squares) by asterisk gives a better view of that 

particular department's shape. The interactive decision 

making feature provided by ARCORLAP allowed for placement of 

department 4 (the forman's office) in the middle of the 

layout. 

45 
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An important measure of performance is the score of the 

layout, which is calculated using the distances between 

departments. This reflects the material movement cost. So a 

lesser score indicates a smaller material handling cost. 

Comparing the score it can be seen that the layout produced 

by ARCORLAP has a lower score (132) than the layout 

produced by CORELAP version 9.3 (210). Arcorlap results in a 

37% reduction in score. 

Comparison with Other CORELAP Versions 

Following are the main added features of ARCORLAP over 

previous CORELAP versions. 

The developed package is much more user friendly than 

the original CORELAP. ARCORLAP provides more flexibility 

and it can be used as a "What If" tool; 

The ARCORLAP package has the provision to generate more 

alternate layout patterns, through the REDO loop. The 

simplistic approach in arranging departments provided by the 

ARCORLAP results in better configuration of departments and 

in getting a well refined shape for the overall layout. 

This lessens the difficulty of manual adjustment of output, 

often required. ARCORLAP provides flexibility in the 

assignment of input data and relationship scores. 
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This program can be run on microcomputer systems, which 

can be purchased for less than $3000. The program features 

interactive use with quick response times. This reduces the 

user's time required to create one or several layouts. 

Conclusions 

The current model can be used on most of the Personal 

computers which run either Turbo pascal version 2.0 or 

version 3.0. In a 256K memory computer a problem of maximum 

of 45 departments can be solved using ARCORLAP package. A 

problem of 10 departments can be solved in 1 minute without 

interruptions in the selection and placement phase. The 

usefulness and versatility of the program have been enhanced 

by allowing the user various menu choices. ARCORLAP 

provides more interaction, more flexibility in decision 

making, and more ease in adjustment of the locations of 

departments. This usually results in a better layout with 

a comparatively low score. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

ARCORLAP can be made more useful by introducing some 

more additional features like; 

(1) Provision to add new departments as physical facility 

"grows;" 

(2) Capability to submit & evaluate an initial layout; 
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(3) A second phase of improvement technique (like CRAFT); 

and 

(4) A graphical form of output for a neater look. 
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APPENDIX A 

Listing of the Program 

(* **************************************************************** 

ARCORLAP is a modified micro version of CORLAP version 9.3 which 
solves layout problem with a fully heuristic method given 
departmental areas and interdepartmental relationships and 
possibly some restrictions on the size, shape and organization of 
the final layout 

Main program flow and subroutines are as follows 

1. Construct a data set * Build file * 

2. Calculate layout shape and size, scale 
department areas and order relationships 
data 

3. Output Layout 

Display Layout 

Decision to accept Dept 

Arrange Departments 

4. Calculate rectangular distances between 
departments in the layout and output them 

*************************************************************** *) 

program arcorlap; 
type arrl = array[1..40, 1..44] of integer; 

arr2 = array[1..42,1..42] of integer; 
arr3 = array[1..45,1..5] of integer; 
arr4 = array[1..70,1..7] of integer; 
arr5 = array[1..70,1..4] of integer; 
arr6 = array[1..70] of integer; 
arr7 = array[1..7] of integer; 
arr8 = array[1..91 of char; 
arr9 = array[1..40] of integer; 
chk = string[14]; 
strg = string [60]; 
mng = string[20]; 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 
* 

* 

• 

* 

Readin 

Main 

Laylst 
Print 

Current 
Dept 

Laylst 
Print 

Sep Dept 

Table 

* 
* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 
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var nrel,svrel : arrl; (* array to store relationships *) 
lay :arr2; (* array to store layout matrix *) 
naray :arr3; (* array to store departmental data *) 
ifixed :arr5; (* array to store fixed departments *) 
jarj :arr4; 
invic :arr6; 
ker :arr7; (* array for weigts of ratings *) 
kerl :arr8; (* array fore numerical value of ratings *) 
ker2 : array[1..7] of mng; (* To store meaning of ratings *) 
deparea,tl,t2,tt1,tt2,temps,exdept,exdept1 :arr9; 
temp :array[1..20] of strg; (* tl—> temp storage *) 
tempi :strg; 
filename :chk; 
files :array[1..20] of chk; 
n,nbn,nbw,nbs,nbe,iopt,msh,kwin,kvict,khold :INTEGER ; 
kb,nlay,nrat,near,iside,jside : INTEGER; 
wsh,fillra ,layare,mside:REAL; 
chrchar; 
flag,fllagl,flag2,fflag,fflagl,repeatflag :boolean; 
selectflag,partialflag,tempflag :boolean; 
sflag,layflag,printflag,editflag,edflag,clsflag : boolean; 
filvar,menul,menu2,dirl,source,desn,menu3,dirl,dfile,dfilel : text; 
i,choice,j,nil,nl2,nl3,nl4,19,inar,kr,nn,nw,ns,ne,nr : integer; 
length,!width,nub,il,jl,i2,j2 :integer; 
nu,ii,jj,kl,kkk,j9,npll,im40,ipl,jpl,p,ij,ji:integer; 
cor,result,tot,totl,fn,nfiles:integer; 
saveflag,reeditflag,numb,fdep : integer; 
label 110,260 ; 

PROCEDURE ASSIGNFILES; 
begin 
assign(menul,'menul.dat•); reset(menul); (* main menu *) 
assign(dirl,'prfile.dat'); reset{dirl); (* directory of data files *) 
assign(dfile,'dat.dat'); rewrite(dfile); (* printout file *) 
end; 

procedure CHECKNUM(pp:chk;i,j:integer; var inp:integer); 

(* Checks for valid area *) 

var XX :integer; 
yy :real; 
result :integer; 
flag,flagl iboolean; 

begin 
flag := true; 
while flag do 
begin 
val(pp,XX,result); (* convert into integer value *) 
delay(1000); 
if (XX <= 10) or (XX > 32760 ) then 
begin 
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gotoXY(20,23); 
writeln(' • ) . 
gotoXY(i,j); 
readin(pp) ; 

end 
else 
flag := false; 

end; 
flagl := true; 
while flagl do 
begin 
val (pp,yy,result); 
if (yy <= 10) or (yy > 32760 ) then 
begin 
gotoXY(20,23); 
writeln (' PLEASE ENTER BETWEEN 10 AND 32760 : ' ) ; 
delay(1000); 
gotoXY(20,23); 
writeln(' ' ) ; 
gotoXY(i,j); 
readin(pp); 

end 
else 
begin 
flagl := false; 
inp ;=round(yy); 

end; 
end; 

end; (* End of checknum routine *) 

procedure DEPTS; 

(* Incharge of number of departments entry *) 
(* and its validation check *) 

var ch :chk; 
inp :integer; 
result tinteger; 

begin 
clrscr; (* Clear the screen *) 
n := 0; (* initialize the no. of departments *) 
while (n <= 0) or (n > 45 ) do 
begin 
gotoXY (15,10); (* Place the cursor at the enter of the screen *) 
write (' ENTER NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS (1-45) : ' ) ; 
read (ch) ; 
val(ch,n,result); 
if (n <= 0) or (n > 45) then 
begin 
gotoXY(10,22); 
writeln ('NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS SHOULD BE BETWEEN','0','AND','40') ; 
delay(1500); (* Hold the message in scrren *) 
gotoxy(10,22); 
writelnC ':62); 
end; 
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end; 
end; (* End Depts routine *) 

procedure RATINGS; 

(* Displays lettercode ratings, its' meaning and weights *) 
(* for editing *) 

var i,j,x,y :integer; 
ch :char; 

ffl,flag rboolean; 

begin 
assign(dfilel,'datl.dat');rewrite(dfilel); 
clrscr; 
writeln (dfilel,' ':13,'STANDARD RATINGS USED');(* writing in a file 
writelnC ': 20, ' STANDARD RATINGS ' ) ; (* for printout *) 
writeln(dfilel,' ':13,'================ ==== ' ) ; 
writelnC •: 20, ' = === === = = = = = ==== ' ) ; 
kerl[l] := •X';kerl[2] := 'U'; kerl[3]:= '0';kerl[4]:= 'I'; 

= •E';kerl[6] := 'A';kerl[7] := 'P'; 
•• 'ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY'; 
• 'ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT'; KER2[4] := 'IMPORTANT'; 
= 'ORDINARY CLOSENESS'; ker2[2] := 'UNIMPORTANT'; 
•• 'UNDESIRABLE'; 

true; 

kerl[5] 
KER2[6] 
ker2[5] 
ker2[3] 
ker2[l] 
flag : = 
while (flag) do 
begin 
writeln(dfilel,' 
writeln( ' NO 
writeln ( ' == 
writeln (dfilel,' 
writeln (dfilel); 
I := 7; 
while i <> 1 do 
begin 
i t = i - 1 * 
writeC •:6,i,' ' 

NO RATNGS 
RATNGS 

MEANING',' 
MEANING',' 

I I 
• — t 

':19,'WEIGHT'); 
':19,'WEIGHT'); 
•:19,•= = = = = = =') ; 

':19,'======'); 

:9,kerl[i]); 
write(ker2[i]:28); 
write(ker[i]:15); 
writeln; 
writeln; 

end; 
gotoXY(10,20); 
write('DO YOU WISH 
begin 
read (kbd,ch); 
if upcase(ch) 
begin 
ffl := true; 
while (ffl) do 
begin 
gotoXY(10,21); 
write ('ENTER NO 
read(kbd,ch); 

(* 
(* 

Print 
Print 

(* Print the 
the meanings 
the weights 

lettercode ratings *) 
*) 

*) 

TO 
(* Editing of weights *) 

CHANGE THE RATINGS... ENTER Y/N.. :') 

= 'Y' then 

(1-6).'); 
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val(ch,i,result); 
if (i >= 1) and (i <= 6) then ffl := false; 

end; 
gotoXY(35,21); 
write CENTER NEW VALUE ' ) ; 
read(ker [i]); 

end 
else flag := false; 
clrscr; 
end; 
end; 
I := 7; 
while i <> 1 do 
begin 
i := i - 1; 
write(dfilel,' ':6,i,' ':9,kerl[i]); (* writing in printout file *) 
write(dfilel,ker2 [i]:28); 
write(dfilel,ker[i]:15); 
writeln(dfilel); 
end; 
for i := 1 to 2 do 
writeln(dfilel); 
for i := 1 to 80 do 
write(dfilel,'-'); 
writeln (dfilel); 
end; 

procedure CHART (strt,strtj,max,maxj rinteger); 

(* Produces the relationship entry matrix *) 

var i,j,y :integer; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writelnC ':17,'RELATIONSHIP ENTRY SECTION (ENTER A,E,I,0,U,X ONLY)'); 

gotoXY(15,4) ; 
writeln (' TO DEPT ' ) ; 
gotoXY(ll,5); 
for j := strtj + 1 to maxj do 
write (j:3); (* Print the to department numbers *) 
writeln; 
gotoXY(ll,6) ; 
for i := strtj + 1 to maxj do 
write C ':3); 
writeln; 
gotoXY(l,9) ; 
begin 
writeln('FROM ' ) ; 
w r i t e l n CDEPT ' ) ; 

end; 
y := 7; 
for i := s t r t to max do 
begin 

gotoXY(7,y); 
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write (i : 2); 
writelnC I ' :2) ; 
y := y + 1; 
end; 
end; 

(* Print the From department numbers (row) *) 

procedure MESSAGE; 
forward; 
procedure MESS(var dep:integer; a,b,min,max :integer); 

(* Checks for valid department numbers while editing *) 

var nu rstring [3]; 
result :integer; 
flag :boolean; 

begin 
flag := true; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY(5,24); 
write('PLEASE ENTER ONLY THE DEPT.NOS YOU SEE IN THE SCREEN ' ) ; 
delay(2000); 
gotoXY(5,24); 
writeC •:54); 
gotoXY(a,b); 
readin(nu); 
val(nu,dep,result); 
if (dep >= min) and (dep <= max ) then flag := false; 

end; 
end; 

procedure CONVERTREL(G,H,i,j:integer) ; 

(* Converts lettercode ratings into numeric values *) 
( the case of reediting or using the datafile 
(* this converts numeric values into lettercodes 

in *) 
*) 

var 
fig : boolean; 
ch :char; 
begin 
if (saveflag <> 
begin 
repeat 
fig := false; 
read (kbd,ch); 
write(ch); 
case upcase(ch) 

nrel [i 
nrel [i 
nrel [i 
nrel [i 
nrel [i 
nrel [i 

'A' 
'E' 
'I' 
•0' 
'U' 
•X' 
else 

1) 

(* 
{* 
(* 
of 

and (reeditflag <> 1) or (editflag) 
(* Saveflag is to identify wheather 

(* an existing datafile is used 
Reeditflag to identify reediting *) 
Rediting can be done after viewing 
final layout 

then 
*) 
*) 

*) 
*) 

6; 
5; 
4; 
3? 
2; 
1; 

(* Converting into numerical values *) 
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begin 
gotoXY(10,24); 
writeln('ENTER 
delay(1200); 
gotoXY(10,24); 
writeln(' 
fig := true; 
gotoXY(G,H); 
end; 
end; 
until fig = false; 
end 
else 
begin 
case nrel [i , j] 

(* Print the message if the Relationship *) 
(* entry is other than specified *) 

A,E,I,0,U,X ONLY ' ) ; 

• ) ; 

of 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

end; 
end 

end; 

write('A') 
write CE') 
write CI') 
write('O') 
writeCU') 
writeCX') 

(* until correct entry *) 

(* Convert into lettercodes *) 

(* End of Convertrel routine *) 

procedure RELATIONSHIP; 

*) 
*) 
*) 

) 

(* Incharge for Relationship entry *) 

var i,j,st,x,y,kg,strt,strtj,max,maxj,count :integer; 
df,inc,dn,dnl,xcor,ycor,result:integer; 
ch,rep :char; 
nu,nul :string[3]; 

flag,flg,fIgl :boolean; 
begin 
strt := 1 ; (* Set the starting and finishing points 
strtj := 0; (* of the relationship entry matrix to be 
count := 0; (* printed on the screen 
if n > 15 then max := 15 else max := n; 
maxj := max; (* A maximum of 15 X 15 matrix will be *; 

(* printed in each screen *) 
while (strt <= max) and (strtj <= maxj) do 
begin 
CHART(strt,strtj,max,maxj); (* call procedure Chart *) 
if (count=0) or (count=2) or (count=4) then strtj := strtj + 1; 
st := 8; 
y := 5; 
for I := strt to max do 
begin 
if (count = 0) or (count = 2) or ( count = 4) then 
begin 
if i > 15 then inc := i-15 else-inc := i; 
st:= st + 3; 
X := st; 
y := y + 1; 
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5; 
•:2) 

1; 
strtj 

:= true; 
(flag) do 

gotoXY(x,y+l); 
writeCX' :3) ; 
for J := 
begin 
x:= x + 
write(' 
CONVERTREL(x,y 
X := X - 2; 

end; 
end 
else 
begin 
X := 12; 

y := y + 
for j := 
begin 
gotoXY(x,y + 1) 
CONVERTREL(x,y, 
X := X + 3; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
flag 
while 
begin 
gotoXY(5,22); 
writeC ' :65) ; 
gotoXY(5,23); 
write ('DO YOU WIS 
read(kbd,rep); 
if upcase(rep) = 
begin 
gotoXY(5,23); 
writeC ':53); 
gotoXY(5,23); 
write ('FROM DEPT 
read (nu); 
val (nu,dn,result 
if (dn < strt) o 
gotoXY(20,23); 
writeC TO DEPT 
read(nul); 
val (nul,dnl,resu 
if (dnl < strtj) 
if dnl = dn then 
begin 
gotoXY(5,23); 
write (' 
delay(2000); 
end 
else 
if dnl < dn then 
begin 
gotoXY(l,23); 
write (' 

(strtj+inc) to maxj do 

ri»j) ; (* Call covertrel routine *) 

+ 1 to maxj do 

i r j) ; 

(* Flag becomes false when the user enters *) 
(* a 'N' for the Relationship edit question *) 

H TO CHANGE ANY RELATIONSHIP ENTER Y/N : ' ) ; 

'Y' then 

: • ) ; 
(* Enter department numbers *) 

) ; 

r ( dn > max) then MESS(dn,17,23,strt,max); 

: • ) ; 

It); (* Check for valid department number *) 
or (dnl > maxj) then MESS(dnl,31,23,strtj,maxj); 

DEPT.NOS ARE SAME ENTER AGAIN • \ . ) ; 

TO DEPT NO SHOULD BE GREATER THAN FROM DEPT ' ) ; 
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delay(2200); 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoXY(35,23); 
write ('RELATIONSHIP : ' ) ; 
xcor := (10 + ((dnl -strtj ) + I) * 3); (*Find the position *) 
ycor := (6 -•• ((dn - strt) + 1) * 1) ; (* of the Relationship *) 
gotoXY(xcor,ycor); (* in screen and place *) 
editflag := true; (* the cursor over it *) 
CONVERTREL(XCOR,YCOR,dn,dnl) ; 
editflag := false; 

end; 
end 
else 
flag := false; 

end; 
count := count + 1; (* Next screen *) 
if (count = 1) or (count = 3) then 
begin 
strtj := strtj + 1 5 - 1 ; 
df := n - maxj; 
if df > 15 then df := 15; 
maxj := maxj + df; 
end 
else 
begin 
strt := strtj-H; 
max := maxj 
end; 

end; 
end; (* End of Relationship routine *) 

procedure MESSAGE; 

(* Holds the message in the screen till a key is pressed *) 

begin 
GOTOXY(44,24); 
writeln(output,' PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE'); 
while not keypressed do 
begin 
end 
end; 

PROCEDURE areainput; 

(* Incharge of area entry *) 
(* Screen will be splitted into three sections *) 
(* and a maximum of 15 departments will be printed *) 
(* in each section *) 

var 
x,y,inp,XX,st,max,dno,result:integer; 
flag,flgl :boolean; 
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ch:chk; 
chh :char; 
begin 
clrscr; 
writelnC ':9,'AREA SECTION ....ENTER THE DEPARTMENT AREAS...'); 
writelnC ': 9, ' === = ==== ==== • ) ; 
X := 5; 
y := 6; 
st:= 1; 
if n > 15 then max := 15 else max := n; 
while st <= max do 
begin 
gotoXY(x,4); 
writeln('DEPT.NO | AREA ' ) ; (* Print headings *) 
gotoXY(x,5); 
writeln('======= | ==== ' ) ; 
writeln; 
X := X + 3; 
y := 5; 
for i := st to max do 
begin 
y := y + 1; 
gotoXY(x,y); 
write(i:2); 
writelnC I':6) ; 
end; 
X := X + 10; 
y := 5; 
for i := st to max do 

(* check wheather reediting *) 
(* or using an existing datafile *) 

begin 
if (reeditflag <> 1) and (saveflag <> 1) then 
begin 
y := y + 1; 
gotoXY(x,y); 
read(ch); (* Rea<3 the input *) 
if ch = ' ' then gotoXY(x,y); 
CHECKNUM(ch,x,y,inp); (* check the area *) 
naray[i,2] := inp; (* Store in array *) 

end 
else (* case where Reediting or an *) 
begin (* exixting data file is used *) 
y := y +1; 
gotoXY(x,y); 
write(deparea [i]:5); (* Display area *) 
end; 

end; 
y := y - (max - st); 
for i := st to max do 
begin 
gotoXY(x,y); . . . . . . . 
write(naray[i,2]:5); (* left justify and print *) 
y := y + 1; 
end; <* ̂ ^^^ screen *) 



st := st + 15; 
XX := n - max; 
if XX > 15 then xx := 15; 
max := max + xx; 
X := x + 10; 

end; 
repeat 
flgl := false; 
gotoXY(5,22); 
writeC DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE AREAS ENTER Y/N... 

(* Editing of the areas *) 

read(kbd,chh); 
if upcase(chh) = 'Y' then 
begin 
flgl := true; 
flag := true; 
gotoXY(10,22); 
writelnC ':55); 
repeat 
gotoXY(5,22); 
write CENTER DEPT.NO 
read(ch); 
val(ch,dno,result) ; 
if (dno <= 0 ) or (dno > n ) then 
begin 
gotoXY(5,22) ; 
write (' 
end 
else 
flag := false; 
until flag = false; 
gotoXY(35,22); 
w r i t e CENTER AREA : ' ) ; 
r e a d i n ( c h ) ; 
CHECKNUM(ch,48,22,inp); 
naray[dno,2] := inp; 
y := dno + 5; 
X := 18; 
if dno > 15 then 
if dno <= 30 then 
begin 
X : = 
y J = 
end 
else 
begin 
X : = 

• y : = 

end; 
gotoXY(x,y); 
writeC ' ) ; 
gotoXY(x,y); 
write(naray[dno,2] :5) ; 
end; 
until flgl = false; 
clrscr; 

(* Editing 

• ) ; 

is needed *) 

(* Repeat until Dept, no is correct *) 

') ; 

• ) ; 

(* Enter new area *) 

(* Check area *) 

X 
y 

X 
y 

25; 
15; 

47; 
30; 
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end; 

procedure OPTINP; 

(* Procedure which asks for Optional inputs *) 

var ch :chk; 
X rreal; 
result :integer; 
res : char; 
fla :boolean; 

begin 
clrscr; 
writeln (' OPTIONAL INPUTS SECTION ' ) ; 
writeln(' ======================= • ) ; 
gotoXY(5,5); 
write('FOR THE FOLLOWING INPUT QUESTIONS PRESS RETURN FOR DEFAULT ' ) ; 
gotoxy (5,7) ; 
write('ENTER THE MINIMUM SQUARE SIDE (5-100) : ' ) ; 
fla := true; 
while fla do 
begin 
X := 0; 
gotoXY(50,7) ; 
writeC ' ) / 
gotoXY(50,7); 
read(ch) ; 
if ch = ''then fla := false 
else 
val(ch,x,result); 
if (X >= 5) and (x <= 100) then fla := false; 

end; 
mside := round (x); 
gotoXY(5,9); 
write('DO YOU WISH TO VIEW PARTIAL LAYOUTS ENTER Y/N ' ) ; 
writeC (Default is " N ") : ' ) ; 
read(kbd,res); 
if upcase(res) = 'Y' then iopt := 1 else iopt := 0; 

end; 

procedure BUILDFILE; 

(* Incharge for building a new data file *) 
begin 
saveflag := 0; 
reeditflag := 0; 
DEPTS* (* Calls routine to enter number of departments *) 
AREAINPUT; (* Calls routine to enter area of departments *) 
gotoXY(12,10); 
ker[6] := 243;ker[5]:= 81;ker[4]:=27;ker[3]:=9; 
ker[2]:=l;ker[l]:=-729;ker[7]:= 729; 
RATINGS; (* Calls routine for Display of Ratings *) 
RELATIONSHIP; (* Calls routine to input Relationship *) 
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.OPTINP; 
end; (* End Buildfile routine *) 

procedure DIRLIST; 

(* Displays the names of existing data files in the disk *) 

begin 
clrscr; 
writelnC '!20,'THE FOLLOWING FILES ARE IN YOUR DISK ' ) ; 

writeln; 
for fn := 1 to nfiles do 
writelnC > ', files [fn] ) ; (* print the names *) 
if saveflag <> 1 then message; 
end; (* End Dirlist routine *) 

procedure USEFILE; 

(* Controls display of existing files, selection of a *) 
(* data file and editing of necessary data in the selected file *) 

label 22; 
var i,j :integer; 

flagl :boolean; 
begin 
saveflag := 1; 
clrscr; 
DIRLIST; (* Calls routine to print existing files *) 
flag := true; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY (10,22); 
write CENTER THE FILENAME : ' ) ; (* Select one file *) 
readin(filename); 
if filename = '' then goto 22; (* No file is selected *) 
flagl := true; 
fn := 1; 
while (fn <= nfiles) and (flagl) do (* Check wheather the *) 
begin (* selected file is *) 
if filename = files[fn] then flagl := false (* in the list *) 
else fn := fn + 1; 
end; 
if flagl then 
begin 
gotoXY(10,21); 
writeln CENTERED FILE NAME NOT IN THE LIST ' ) ; 
writeC •:80); 
end 
else flag := false; 
end; 
assign(source,filename); (* Open the selected datafile *) 
reset (source); 
while not eof(source) do 
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begin 
read (source,n); 
for i := 1 to n do 
read(source,naray[i,2]); (* Read the area *) 
for i := 1 to n do 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
read(source,nrel [i,j]) ; (* Read the relationship *) 
for i := 1 to 7 do 
read(source,ker [i]); (* Read the weights of ratings *) 

end; 
close (source); (* Close the file *) 
edflag := true; 
while (edflag) do 
begin (* Print the editing menu *) 
clrscr; 
assign(menu2,'menu2.dat'); reset(menu2); 
while not eof(raenu2) do 
begin 
readin(menu2,tempi); 
writeln (tempi); 
end; 
close (menu2); 
flag := true; 
gotoXY(25,22); 
write CENTER CHOICE : ' ) ; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY(41,22); 
read(kbd,ch); (* Check the choice entered *) 
val(ch,choice,result); 
if (choice >= 1) and (choice <= 4) then flag := false 

end; 
clrscr; 
case choice of 
1:AREAINPUT; (* Edit the department areas *) 
2:RELATI0NSHIP; (* Edit the relationship *) 
3:RATINGS; (* Edit the weights of ratings *) 
4: beg in 
edflag := false; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
sflag := false; 
OPTINP; (* Flag to identify that a file is *) 
22 :end; (* successfully selected *) 

(* End of Usefile routine *) 

procedure READIN; 

(* Calculates TCR for each department, ranks from *) 
(* maximum to minimum, determines the layout matrix and *) 
(* determines the number of squares needed for each department *) 
(* Variables Used 

n=number of departments 
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mside=wanted element square side length 
msh=maximum length to width ratio for the building 
wsh=wanted strict length to width ratio for the bui
lding (if specified then 'msh' is not used) 
fillra=layout filling ratio=how much of the reserved 
layout area will be filled by deoartments*) 

label 200; 
var n4,y,st,x,k:integer; 
ch :char; 
nj,nk,nml,n9,icr,min,rlimit :integer; 
ratio ,maxare,arneed,msq,amsq,side,area,narea :real; 
sortflag :boolean; 

begin 
fillra := 0.50; 
wsh := o; 
clrscr; 
for i := 1 
for j := 1 
ifixed [i , j ] 
for i := 1 
for j := 1 
begin 
nj := n+j; 
ifixed[i,j] := ifixed[i,j] + 0 

end; 
iopt := iopt + 0 ; 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
nrel[i,i] := 0; (* Filling the lower of half *) 
naray[i,l] := i + 10; (* of relationship matrix *) 
for j := 1 
nrel[j,i] ; 
end; 

to 
to 
• 

to 
to 

n do 
4 do 
= 0; 
n do 
4 do 

= 0; 
:= i + 10; 
to n do 
= nrel[i,j] 

(* 

(* 

clrscr; 
(* Write the input data in printout file *) 

writeln(dfile,' ':11,'N0 .OF DEPARTMENTS : ',n); 
writeln(dfile); 
writeln(dfile,' DATA'); 
writeln(dfile,'NO AREA N W S E REL.CHARTS|); 
writeln (dfile,'== == = = = = = = == === = = = = =•); 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
write(dfile,naray[i,l]:2,' ':4,naray[i,2]:6,' ':3); 
fo r j := 1 t o 4 do 
w r i t e ( d f i l e , i f i x e d [ i , j ] : 3 , ' • : 2 ) ; 
write(dfile,' •:3); 
for j := 1 to n do 
write(dfile,nrel [i,j]:2); 
writeln (dfile); 
end; 
For i := 1 to n do 
for j := 1 to 4 do 
ifixed [i,j] := 0; 
narea := 0; 
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for i := 1 to n do 
narea := narea + naray[i,2]; 
gotoXY{30,12); 
write (**** WAIT * * * * ) ; (* print the total area *) 
writeln(dfile); 
writeln (dfile, ' TOTAL AREA = ' ,narea:5:2); 
if wsh <= 0 then 
begin 
if msh <= 0 then (* No shape specified *) 
begin 
ratio := 1; 

end 
else 
begin 
ratio := 1; 

end 
end 
else 
begin 
ratio := wsh 

end; 
maxare := ROUND(nlay * nlay / ratio); 
arneed := narea; 
if fillra <= 0 then 
begin 
fillra := 0.50; 
writeln (DFILE); 
writeln (dfile, ' LAYOUT FILLING RATIO = 0.50') 
end; 
arneed := arneed/fillra ; 
if mside <= 0 then 
writeln 
else 
begin 
msq := mside * mside; 
if (arneed/msq <= maxare ) then goto 200 

end; 
min := naray[1,2]; 
for i := 2 to n do 
if naray[i,2] < min then min := naray[i,2]; 
msq := min; 
if (arneed/msq) <= (maxare) then goto 200; (* Given element square*) 
MSQ := (1.1 * ARNEED)/MAXARE; (* too small try the *) 
200: msq := trunc(msq); (* smallest dept *) 
layare := trunc(arneed/msq); 
writeln (dfile); 
writeln (dfile,' ELEMENT SQUARE = ',msq:5:2); 
writeln(dfile); 
write (dfile, ' ':7,'TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENT SQUARES NEEDED FOR LAYOUT IS') 
writeln(layare:4:1); 
writeln (dfile); 
for i := 1 to 80 do 
write(dfile,'-'); 
writeln(dfile); 
if ratio < 1 then ratio := 1/ratio; 
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side := sqrt (layare/ratio); 
iside := round(side); 
jside :=round( ratio * side); 
if wsh <= 0 then 
begin 
iside := nlay; (* Number of rows for the layout matrix *) 
jside := nlay; (* Number of columns *) 

end; 
amsq := msq; 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
area := naray[i,2]/amsq; 
if area >= 1 then naray[i,2] :=trunc (area) (* check the round*) 
else 
begin 
naray[i,2] := 1; 
write (dfile,' •:6,'THE AREA OF DEPARTMENT ' ,NARAY[1,1] ) ; 
writelnC IS CHANGED TO ',MSQ:4:1); 
end; 
area := naray[i,2]; 
if naray[i,2] < 4 then 
begin 
j := 1; 
Iwidth :=j; 

end 
else 
begin 
j := trunc(sqrt (area)); 
i f ( ( j+1) * (j+1) - a r e a ) >= (area - j * j ) then Iwid th := j 
e l s e 
I w i d t h := j + 1 ; 

end; 
if Iwidth > iside then Iwidth := iside; 
length := round(area / Iwidth); 
while (length * Iwidth ) < area do 
length := length + 1; 
naray[i,3] := Iwidth; (* Length of department block *) 
naray[i,4] := length; (* Width of department block *) 
icr := 0; 
for j := 1 to n do 
icr := icr + nrel[i,j]; (* Calculate TCR *) 
naray[i,51 := icr; 
for j := 1 to 4 do 
begin 

n j := n + j ; 
n r e l [ i , n j ] := r o u n d ( n r e l [ i , n j ] / 5 0 0 * 7 ) ; 
end; 

end; 
gotoXY(30,12); 
writeC**** WAIT * * * * ' ) ; 
writeln(dfile,' DEPARTMENTAL DATA ' ) ; 
writeln (dfile); 
writeln(dfile,'NO NO.OF BLOCK BLOCK TCR'); 
writeln(dfile,' UNIT SQRS WIDTH LENGTH'); 
for i := 1 to n do 
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begin 
for j := 1 to 5 do 
write(dfile,naray[i,j]:3,' ':6); 
writeln (dfile); 
end; 
for i := 1 to n - 1 do 
for j := 1 to n - i do 
begin 
sortflag := true; (* Rank depts. according to TCR *) 
if naray[j,5] <= naray[j + 1,5] then 
begin 
if naray[j,5] = naray[j+l,5] then 
if naray[j,2] > naray[j+l,2] then sortflag:= false; 
if sortflag then 
begin 
for k := 1 to 5 do 
begin 
min := naray [ j,k]; 
naray[j,k] := naray[j+1,k]; 
naray[j+l,k] := min; 

end; 
for k := 1 to n do 
begin 
min := nrel [k,j]; 
nrel[k,j] := nrel[k,j+l]; 
nrel [k,j+1] := min; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
gotoXY(30,12); 
writeC**** WAIT * * * * ' ) ; 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
writeln(dfile); (* Write the sorted data in the output file 
writeln(dfile, ' AFTER SORTING THE DEPARTMENTAL DATA'); 
writeln(dfile, ' == = = = === ====== = = = = === = = = = = = === = = = = = =•); 
writeln(dfile); 
if n < 51 then n9 := n else n9 := 50; 
begin 
write(dfile,'NO UNITS L W TCR ' ) ; 
writeln(dfile); 
for i := 1 to n do 
begin 
K := I + 10; 
for j := 1 to 5 do 
write(dfile,naray [i,j]:3,' ':3); 
writeln(dfile); 

end; 
for i := 1 to 80 do 
write(dfile,'-'); 
writeln (dfile); 
clrscr; 
gotoXY(44,24); 
writelnC******* WAIT ******** • ) ; 

end; 
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end; (* End of Readin routine *) 

PROCEDURE victor ( var iv,irat:integer); 

(•Procedure to find next victor.all needed parameters and areas*) 
(•Variables Used 

iv=index of the victor in naray(*,*) 
invic = array for previosly found victors 
kb = index in invic of the last victor 
kwin = last winner 
khold = last but one winner 
kandi = candidate 
nrat = numerical value of a-Rating (usually =6) 
naray(i,j) = matrix of department data in TCR order 
naray(i,l) = dept.no for I.th department in TCR order 
nrel(i,j) = rel-chart matrix with columns in TCR order 
n = number of departments 
irat = relation between winner and found victor*) 

label 100; 
var kandi,m,ib,mj,k :integer; 
flag,flagl,flag2 :boolean; 
begin 
selectflag := false; 
m := kwin - 10; 
j := 0; 
flagl := true; 
while (j <= n) and (flagl) do 
begin 
if nrel[m,j] = nrat then (* Find the department *) 
begin (* with highest relationship *) 
kandi := naray[j,l]; 
iv := j; 
flag2 := true; 
ib := 1; 
while (flag2) and (ib <= kb) do 
begin 
if invic [ib] = kandi then flag2 := false; 
ib := ib + 1; 

end; 
if flag2 then flagl := false; 
end; 
j := j + 1; 

end; 
if not flagl then 
begin 
kb := kb + 1; 
invic[kb] := kandi; 
irat := nrat; 
goto 100 
end; 
for ib := 1 to kb do 
begin 
m := invic [ib] - 10; (* Does any of the victors produce an *) 
for j := 1 to n do (* A- rating with a department that is *) 

http://dept.no
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^^9jn (* not yet victor. If yes make the victor 
if nrel[m,3] = nrat then (* as winner *) 
begin 
kandi := naray[j,l]; 
iv := j; 
flag := true; 
i := 1; 
while (i <= kb) and (flag) do 
hegin (* if candidate victor *) 
if kandi = invic[i] then flag := false; 
i := i + 1 
end; 
if (flag) then 
begin 
khold := kwin; 
kwin := invic[ib]; 
kb := kb + 1; 
invic[kb] := kandi; 
irat := nrat; 
goto 100 

end 
end 
end 

end; 
m := khold - 10; (* Has old winner (= Khold) an 'E' rating *) 
ne := nrat - 1; (* with a dpartment that is not yet victor *) 
for j := 1 to n do 
begin 
if nrel[m,j] = "ne then 
begin 
kandi := naray[j,l]; 
iv := j; 
flag := true; 
ib := 1; 
while (ib <= kb) and (flag) do 
begin 
if kandi = invic[ib] then flag := false; 
ib := ib + 1; 
end; 
if (flag) then 
begin 
i := kwin; 
kwin := khold; 
khold := i; 
kb := kb + 1; 
invic[kb] := kandi; 
irat := nrat - 1; 
goto 100 

end 
end 

end; 
il := nrat - 3; (* Try victors with ratings E,I,0 to find *) 
for i := 1 to il do (* a new candidate *) 
begin 
irat := nrat - i; 
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for ib := 1 to kb do 
begin 
m := invic[ib] - 10; 
for j := 1 to n do 
if nrel[m,j] = irat then 
begin 
kandi := naray[j,l]; 
iv := j; 
k := 1; 
flag := true; 
while (k <= kb) and (flag) do 
begin 
if kandi = invic[k] then flag := false 

else 
k := k + 1; 
end; 
if (flag) then 
begin 
khold := kwin; 
kwin := invic [ib]; 
kb := kb + 1; 
invic[kb] := kandi; 
irat := irat; 
goto 100 
end 

end 
end; 

end; 
if kb >= n then goto 100; 
flagl := true; 
i := 1; 
while (i <= n) and (flagl) do 
begin 
kandi := naray[i,l]; 
iv := i; 
ib := 1; 
flag2 := true; 
while (ib <= kb) and (flag2) do 
begin 
if kandi = invic [ib] then flag2 := false; 
ib := ib + 1; 

end; 
if (flag2) then flagl := false; 
i := i +1; 

end; 
if not (flag2) then 
begin 
irat := -1; 
goto 100 

end; 
m := kandi - 10; 
irat := 0; 
for j : = 1 to n do 
if nrel[m,j] > irat then 
begin 

(* Found candidate is ok for victor *) 
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selectflag := true; 
mj := naray[j,1]; 
irat := nrel[m,j]; 

end; 
khold := kwin; 
kwin := mj; 
kb := kb + 1; 
invic[kb] := kandi; 
irat := irat; 
goto 100; 

100 : jarj[kb,l] := invic[kb]; 
jarj[kb,2] := irat; 
jarj[kb,3] := kwin; 
end; 

ROCEDURE loop(var ift, ilt, iincr,jft,jit,jincr,nr,ne:integer); 

(•Procedure goes through a matrix starting from whichever of the 
four corners*) 
(•Variables Used 

(ift,jft) = starting point 
(ilt,jit) = dimension of the matrix (may be vector) 
iincr 
j incr 

= +1 for forward (=normal) processing 
= -1 for backward (from end to begin) processing 
= 0 for dimension 1 of the resp direction (row 

or column vector or scalar) 
= +-k for stepwise processing (by step +-k) 

nr = 'Total Relation' 
ne = Number of non-zero elements*) 

var n4,abc,xyz,cd,ef,ai,aj :integer; 
flag :boolean; 
begin 
n4 := n + 4; 
nr := 0; 
ne := 0; 
kvict := invic [kb]; 
for abc := 1 to ilt do 
begin 
ai := ift + iincr * (abc-1); 
for xyz := 1 to jit do 
begin 
aj := jft + jincr * (xyz - 1); 
if lay[ai,ajl <> 0 then 
begin 
ne := ne + 1; 
if lay[ai,aj] <> near then 
begin 
near := lay [ai,aj]; 
flag := true; 
cd := 1; 



while (cd <= n4) and (flag) do 
begin 
if naray[cd,l] = near then 
begin 
flag := false; 
ef := nrel[kvict - 10,cd]; 
if ef > 0 then 
if ef <= 7 then nr := nr + ker[ef]; . 

end 
else 
cd := cd + 1; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE place ( var inar,iv:integer; bn,bw,bs,be :integer); 
label 170,10,290 ; 
var i3,il9,jl9,k9,itur,jtur,nr0,ne0,idir:integer; 

ivic,jvic,ok,k0,ksl,ks2,i29,j29,gg,cc,dd,ee,ff,bb,hh :integer; 
ihl,ih2,i0,j0,incr,jncr,KGK,k : integer; 

nr9,nr8,ne9,ne8 :array[1..4] of integer; 
flag :boolean; 

begin 
nub := naray[inar,2]; 
Iwidth := naray [inar,3]; 
length := naray[inar,4]; 
k9 := round(0.4 • Iwidth); 
iside := Iwidth; 
jside := length; 
itur := iside; 
jtur := jside; 
if k9 = 0 then k9 := 1; 
nr0 := 0; 
ne0 := 0; 
idir := 1; 
ivic := bn; 
jvic := bw; 
ok := 0; 
(• Optimization loop starts here •) 
10 :for k := 1 to k9 do 
begin 
ksl := Iwidth + 1 - k; 
ks2 := 1; 
while (ksl * ks2) < nub do ks2 := ks2 + 1; 
if ok <= 0 then 
begin 
iside := ksl; 
jside := ks2 

end 
else 
begin 
iside := ks2; 



- D 

= ksl; 

- iside + 
- jside + 
bn to il9 

1; 
1; 
do 

il + iside - 1; 

jside 
end; 
il9 := bs 
jl9 := be 
for il := 
begin 
129 : = 
for jl := bw to jl9 do 
begin 
j29 := jl + jside - 1; 
for i2 := il to 129 do 
for j2 := jl to j29 do 
begin 
if Iay[i2,j2] <> 0 then goto 170 

end; 
near := 0; 

gg := 1; 
ee := jl-1; 
ff := 0; 
LOOP (il,iside,gg,ee,gg,ff,nr,ne); 
j 1 : = ee + 1 ; 
nr9[l] := nr; 
ne9[l] := ne; 
gg := 1; 
ff := 0; 
dd := 129 + 1; 
LOOP(dd,gg,ff,jl,jside,gg,nr,ne); 
129 := dd - 1; 
nr9[2] := nr; 
ne9[2] := ne; 

(• Is the space enough •) 

(• Examine the neighbours *) 

gg 
hh 
ff 
cc 

= 1; 
= -1; 
= 0; 
= j29 ._ . ^ - + 1; 

LOOP(129,iside,hh,cc,gg,ff,nr,ne); 
j29 := cc - 1; 
nr9[3] := nr; 
ne9[3] := ne; 
gg := 1; 
hh := -1; 
ff := 0; 
bb := il-1; 
LOOP(bb,gg,ff,j 29,j side,hh,nr,ne); 
il := bb + 1; 
nr9[4] 
ne9[4] 
nr := 0 
ne := 0 
for 13 
begin 
nr := nr 
nr := nr 
ne := ne 

end; 
flag := true; 

nr; 
ne; 

1 to 4 do 
(* do 90 *) 
+ nr9 [13] ; 
- trunc(0.10 
+ ne9 [13] ; 

(k - 1) nr) 



nr 

if nr < 
else 
if nr = 
begin 
if ne 

end 
else 
nr0 : = 
if (flag) 
begin 
ivic := 
jvic := 
itur := 
jtur := 
ne0 : = 
nr8(l] 
ne8[l] 
for 13 
begin 
nr8[i3] 
ne8[i3] 

end; 
ihl := 0; 
ih2 := 0; 
for 13 
begin 
if (nr8[i3] 
begin 
idir 
ihl 
ih2 

end 
end; 

end; 
170: end 

end 
end; 
if ok <= 
begin 
ok : = 
goto 

end; 
if ne0 
begin 
iside 
jside 
case 
1 :beg in 

10 : = 
j0 : = 
incr 
jncr 

end; 

nr0 then goto 170 

nr0 then 

<= ne0 then flag := false; 

then 

il; 
jl; 
iside; 
jside; 

ne; 
= n r 9 [ l ] 
•• n e 9 [ l ] 
= 2 t o 4 

(• Determine orientation •) 

+ nr9 [4]; 
+ ne9 [4]; 
do 

nr9[i3 -
ne9[i3 -

1] 
1] 

+ 
+ 

nr9[i3]; 
ne9[i3] 

= 1 to 4 do 

> ihl) or ( (nr8 [i3]=ihl) and (ne8[i3] > ih2)) then 

*) . = i 3 • 
= nr8[i3]; 
= ne8[i3] 

(• IDIR defines how the 
(• shoul be constructed 

block -
*) 

0 then 

• 1 ; 

10 

> 0 then 

:= itur; 
:= jtur; 

idir of 

ivic; 
jvic; 
= 1; 
= 1 

(• Space found for victor •) 

(* 
(* 

Find out orientations 
the placing order *) 

and define - *) 

2 :beg in 



/ / 

10 := ivic + iside - 1; 
j0 := jvic; 
incr := -1; 
jncr := 1; 

end; 
3 :beg in 

10 := ivic + iside - 1; 
j0 := jvic + jside - 1; 
incr := -1; 
jncr := -1 

end; 
4 :begin 

10 := ivic; 
j0 := jvic + jside - 1; 
incr := 1; 
jncr := -1 

end; 
end; 
nu := 0; 
il := kvict - 10; 
for il := 1 to iside do 
begin 
i := 10 + incr • (il - 1); 
for jl := 1 to jside do 
begin 
j := j0 + jncr • (jl - 1); 
lay[i,j] := kvict; 
nu := nu + 1; 
if nu >= nub then goto 290 

end; 
end; 

290 :jarj[iv,4] := nr0; 
jarj [iv,5] := ne0; 
if ne0 <= 0 then jarj[iv,7] := 99 
else jarj[iv,7] := 0; 
end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE DBOUND(var inar,bn,bw,bs,be:integer); 

(• Defines the bounds •) 

var isw,ksh,ci,cj :integer; 
begin 
isw := 0; 
bn := nbn; 
bw := nbw; 
bs := nbs; 
be := nbe; 
for ci := nbn to nbs do 
for cj := nbw to nbe do 
begin 
if lay[ci,cj] <> 0 then 
begin 
bs := ci; 



be := cj; 
if isw <= 0 then 
begin 
bn := ci; 
bw := cj; 
isw := 1 

end 
end 

end; 
if msh > 0 then 
begin 
ksh := round((be - bw + l)/(bs - bn + 1)); 
if ksh > msh then writeln(output,'MAXIMUM RATIO 

end; (• Check with maximum ratio •) 
length := naray[inar,4]; 

EXCEEDED') 

bn 
bw 
bs 
be 
if 
if 
if 
if 

end; 

• as 

bn 
bw 
bs 
be 

bn - length; 
bw - length; 
bs + length; 
be + length; 
< nbn then bn 
< nbw then bw 
> nbs then bs 
> nbe then be 

(• end of 

:= nbn; 
:= nbw; 
:= nbs; 
:= nbe; 
dbound 

(• Check the bounds •) 

PROCEDURE table; 

(• Finds the score for the layout •) 

label 100,111,140,170,240; 
var iscore,krat,ind,ipl,ip2,idist,ibn,ibs,ibw,ibe,jbn,jbs,ix 

jbw,jbe,i3,ind2,l,k :integer; 
ipair :array[1..2415,1..2] of Integer; 
ippl :array[1..5] of integer; 
ipp2 : array[1..5] of integer; 
idists :array[1..5] of integer; 
skpflag :boolean; 

begin 
skpflag := true; 
iscore := 0; 
for k := 1 to 6 do 
begin 
krat := 7 - k; (• Find distances when rating = Krat •) 
ind := 0; 

integer; 

for i := 1 to kb do 
begin 
ipl := invic[i]; 
ix := invic[i] - 10; 
for j := 1 to n do 
begin 
ij := invic[j] - 10; 
if nrel[ix,ij] = krat 
begin 
ip2 := naray[ij,1]; 
if ipl < ip2 then 

(• From department ipl •) 

then 

(• To department ip2 *) 
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if ipl 
begin 
idist 
ibn : 
lbs : 
ibw : 
ibe : 
jj 
jbn 
if (ibn 
begin 
jbs : = 
jbw : = 
jbe : = 
for 
for 
if 

< (n+10) then 

= 999; 
:= i f i x e d [ i x , l ] 
:= i f i x e d [ i x , 3 ] 
:= i f i x e d [ i x , 2 ] 
:= i f i x e d [ i x , 4 ] 
= ip2 - 10; 
:= i f i x e d [ j j , l ] 

jbn) = 0 then go to 111 ; 

:= i f i x e d [ j j , 3 ] ; 
:= i f i x e d [ j j , 2 ] ; 
:= i f i x e d [ j j , 4 ] ; 

i l := ibn t o i b s 
j l := ibw to ibe do 

l a y [ i l , j l ] = i p l then 

do (* 
(* 

Search in N,S,E,W bounds *) 
for each department *) 

100 
111 

begin 
for 12 := jbn to jbs do 
for j2 := jbw to jbe do 
if Iay[i2,j2] = ip2 then 
begin 
13 := abs(i2 -il) + abs(j2 
if 13 = 0 then goto 100; (* 

if 13 < idist then idist 
end; 

end; 
end; 
iscore := iscore + idist * nrel[ix,ij] 
goto 111; 

- jl) - 1; 
If distance = 
:= 13 (* stop 

0 then *) 
search *) 

:= 0; 
>= 2415 

1; 

idist 
if ind 

begin 
ind := ind + 
ipair [ind,1] 
ipair [ind,2] 

end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; 

if ind = 1 then 
else if ind < 1 
140 : ind2 := ind - 1; 
for i := 1 to ind2 do 
begin 

i + 1; 
:= jj to ind do 

then goto 140; 

ip2 + 100 * ipl; 
idist; 

goto 
then 

170 
goto 240; 

(* 
(* 

Sort all distances between-*) 
departments with rating = krat 

< ipair [1,2] then 

33 ' = 
fo r j 
b e g i n 

i f i p a i r [ j , 2 ] 
b e g i n 

13 := i p a i r [ i , l ] ; 
i p a i r [ i , l ] := i p a i r [ j , l ] 
i p a i r [ j , l ] := 13; 
13 := i p a i r [ 1 , 2 ] ; 
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ipalr[i,2] := ipair[j,2]; 
ipair[j,2] := 13; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
170 : if (printflag) and (skpflag) then 

begin (* if print out needed • ) • 
writeln(dfile); (• Write in the output file •) 
writeLN(dfile,• ':15,'DISTANCE TABLE ' ) ; 
writeln(dfile,• ':15,'=============== • ) • 
writeln(dfile); 
skpflag := false; 
end; 
if (printflag) then 
begin 
writeln(dfile, ' ':15,krat,' RATING ( ',ind,' PAIRS )') 
writeln(dfile,' •:15,'FR0M TO DISTANCE ' ) ; 
end; 

if ind <= 50 then 
begin 
for i := 1 to ind do 
begin 
ipl :=round(ipair [1,1]/100); 
ip2 := ipair[i,l]-100^ipl; 
if printflag then 
begin (• Write distances •) 
write(dfile,' ':15,ipl:3,' ':3,ip2:3,ipair[1,2]:8); 
writeln (dfile); 
end; 

end; 
if printflag then writeln(dfile); 

end 
else 
begin 
for i := 1 to 5 do 
begin 
1 := ind + i; 
ipair[l,l] := 0; 
ipair[l,2] := 0; 
i := 1; 
while i <= ind do 
begin 
for j := 1 to 5 do 
begin 
ji := j + i - 1; 
idists[j] := ipair[ji,2]; 
ippl[j] •= round(ipair[ji,l]/100); 
ipp2[j] := ipair[ji,l] - ippl[j] • 1000; 

end; 
for j := 1 to 5 do 
if printflag then 
begin 
write (dfile,' •:15,ippl[j]:2,ipp2[j]:3,idists[j]:8); 
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writeln(dfile); 
i := i + 5; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 
240 :end; 
if printflag then (* Write the score in output file *) 
writeln(dfile,• •:10,'SCORE FOR THE LAYOUT IS',iscore:4) 
else 
begin 
gotoXY(40,23); 

writeC SCORE IS 
end; 
end; 

(• Print score in the screen •) 
',iscore:4); 

PROCEDURE print (cs,cf,rs,rf:integer); 

(• Prints the layout matrix •) 

var y,m,rn,rc,bb,sl,s2,s3,s4 :integer; 
ttt :arrl; 
begin (* 
for i := 2 to 40 do (• 
for j := 
ttt[i,j] 
for i := 
for j := 
begin 
if lay[i,j] <> 0 then 

2 to 40 do 
2 to 40 do 
:= lay[i,j]; 
2 to 40 do 
2 to 40 do 

Transfer the layout matrix to *) 
a temporary matrix for printing •) 

begin 
bb 
si 
s2 
s3 
s4 
i f s i 
i f s 3 

l a y [ i + 1 , j + 1 ] ; 
( l a y [ i , j + l ] - b b ) + 
( l a y [ i + l , j ] - b b ) 

l ] - b b ) ; 
+2] - b b ) ; 

( l a y [ i + 2 , j + 
+ l a y [ i + 1 , j 

( l a y [ i , j ] - b b ) + ( l a y [ i + 2 , j + 2 ] - b b ) ; 
( l a y [ i + 2 , j ] - b b ) + ( l a y [ 1 , j + 2 ] ) - b b ) ; 

Find any department square is *) 
surrounded by the same dept. squares *) 
If so mark it to print a '• ' •) 

(* 
(* 
(* 

(• Write the final layout in file •) 

+ s2 = 0 then 
+ s4 = 0 then 

ttt[i+l,j+ll := -1; 
end; 
end; 
if printflag then 
begin 
write(dfile,' ':3); 
for j := cs to cf do 
write(dfile,j:3); 
writeln(dfile); 
for 1 := rs to rf do 
begin 
write (dfile,1:3); 
for j := cs to cf do 
begin 
if ttt[i,j] = -1 then write(dfile 
else 
IF ttt[i,j] = 0 then write(df1le,'.':3) 

• * • :3) 



else 
write(df1le,ttt [i,j]:3); 

end; 
writeln (dfile); 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
gotoXY(4,l); 
for j:= cs to cf do 
write(j:3); 
gotoXY(l,2) ; 
begin 
for i := rs to rf do 
writeln (1 :3); 
end; 

y := 2; 
for i := rs to rf do 
begin 
gotoXY(4,y); 
for j := cs to cf do 
begin (* Print the layout *) 
if ttt[i,j] = -1 then write(output,'*':3) 
else 
IF ttt[i,j] = 0 then write(output,'.': 3) 
else 
write (output,ttt[1,j]:3); 
end; 
writeln (output); 
y := y + 1; 
end; 
gotoXY(l,23); 
writeC •:160); 
gotoXY(l,23); 
if not partialflag then write('PRESS ', 'S',' FOR CURRENT SCORE ' ) ; 

end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE position(cell,i:integer) ; 

(• Finds the locations of the departments •) 

var 
rbeg,rend,cbeg,cend,rcor,ccor : integer; 
flag,flagl :boolean; 
begin 

rbeg := 40; rend := 0; 
cbeg := 40; cend := 0; 
rcor := 2; flag := true; 
while (flag) and (rcor <= 40) do 
begin 
flagl := true; 
for ccor := 2 to 40 do 
if lay[rcor,ccor] = cell then 
begin 
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flagl := false; 
if ccor < cbeg then cbeg := ccor; 
if ccor > cend then cend := ccor; 
if rcor < rbeg then rbeg := rcor; 
if rcor > rend then rend := rcor; 

end; 
rcor := rcor + 1; 
end; 
ifixed [1,1] 
ifixed[1,3] 
ifixed [1,2] 
ifixed[1,4] 

end; 

= rbeg; (• Store the locations for finding score *) 
= rend; 
= cbeg; 
= cend; 

PROCEDURE sepdept (1:integer; var okflag :boolean); 

(• Checks wheather all the squares of the department •) 
(• are together •) 

var r,c,rbeg,rend,cbeg,cend,cell :integer; 
flag,flagl :boolean; 

begin 
rbeg := ifixed [1,1]; 
rend := iflxed[i,3]; 
cbeg := ifixed[i,2]; 
cend := ifixed[1,4]; 
cell := i + 10; 
okflag := true; 
flag := true; 
r := rbeg; 
while (r<=rend) and (flag) do 
begin 
flagl := true; 
c := cbeg; 
while (c <= cend) and (flagl) do 
begin 
if lay[r,c] = cell then flagl := false 
else c := c + 1; 
end; 
if (flagl) then flag := false 
else r := r + 1; 

end; 
if (not flag) then okflag := false 
else 
begin 
flag := true; 
c := cbeg; 
while (c <= cend) and (flag) do 
begin 
flagl := true; 
r := rbeg; 

while (r<=rend) and (flagl) do 
begin 
if lay[r,c] = cell then flagl := false 
else r := r + 1; 
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end; 
if (flagl) then flag := false 
else c := c + 1; 
end; 
if (not flag) then okflag := false 

end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE resequence; 

(• Resets the selection sequence •) 

var rn,rc :integer; 
begin 
for rn := 2 to 40 do 
for re := 2 to 40 do 
if lay[rn,rc] = kvict then lay[rn,rc] := 0; 
kkk := kkk - 1; 
kb := kb - 1; 
end; 

PROCEDURE currentdept(var setflag :boolean); 

(• displays the department entered for decisions •) 
label 10,11; 

var rep,c :char; 
m,rn,re,X,result:integer; 
accflag :boolean; 

begin 
if repeatflag then 
begin 
repeatflag := false; 
goto 10 

end; 
gotoXY(10,23); 
write('CURRENTLY ENTERED DEPARTMENT IS ',KVICT,' IS IT OK ' ) ; 
read(kbd,rep); 
accflag := true; (* flag to know acceptance of the dept *) 
if upcase(rep) = 'N' then 
begin 
if (not layflag) then 
begin 
layflag := true; 
kb := kb - 1; 
for rn := 2 to 40 do (• If not accepted clear it from layout •) 
for re := 2 to 40 do 
if lay[rn,rc] = kvict then lay[rn,rc] := 0; 
goto 11 

end; 
if (selectflag) then 
begin 

writelnC ALL THE OTHER OPTIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE DEPTS IN THE ' ) ; 
writeln (.' LAYOUT ARE EXHAUSTED SO THE NEXT DEPT ',KVICT:3,' IS ' ) ; 
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SELECTED ACCORDING TO THE HIGHEST TCR') 

YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ) 

1. 
2. 

ACCEPT 
SELECT 

DEPARTMENT ',KVICT :3); 
ONE FROM REJECTED EARLIER 

) 

) 

SELECT ONE FROM THESE DEPTS'); 
I \ . 

= 1 to tot do 

(* Print th depts. rejected •) 

writeln (' 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln (' 
writeln; 
writeln (' 
writeln(' 
writeln; 
writeC ENTER CHOICE (1 OR 2) 
read(kbd,rep); 
val(rep,X,result) ; 
if X = 2 then 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln (' 
writeln (' 
writeln; 
for i 
begin 
write(i:15,exdept [1]:20); 
writeln; 
end; 
flag := true; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY(l,23) ; 
write CENTER CHOICE 
read (c); 
val(c,choice,result); 
if (choice >= 1) and (choice <= tot) then flag := false; 
clrscr; 

end; 
nrel[tl[choice],t2 [choice]] := temps[choice]; 
kwin := tl[choice] + 10; 
repeatflag := true; 
accflag := false; 
RESEQUENCE; 
end; 

end 
else 
begin 
tot := tot 
tl[tot] := 
t2[tot] := 
temps[tot] 
exdept[tot] 

C ,TOT,' ) 

+ 1; 
kwin - 10; 
inar; 
:= nrel[tl[tot],t2[tot]]; 
:= kvict; 

nrel [tl[tot] ,t2[tot]] := 0; 
RESEQUENCE; (• Reset to 
accflag := false; 

end; 
end; 
if (accflag) then 

10: begin 
setflag := true; 
if tot > 0 then 

select another dept •) 
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begin 
for j := 1 to tot do 
nrel[tl[tot],t2[tot]] := temps[tot]; 
tot := 0; 

end; 
end; 
11: end; 

PROCEDURE laylst; 
(• Sets the cordinates for the portion of the layout 

to be printed and allows movement of squares *) 
label 99,100,101,102; 

var x,y,rstrt,rfin,cstrt,cfin,ix,pdep,cdep,cell :integer; 
ch :char; 
res :chk; 

flag,fllg,flagl,setflag,okflag,fla :boolean; 
begin 
rfin :=30; 
rstrt :» nbn+10; 
cstrt := nbw+10; 
cfin := 32; 
printflag := false; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin) ; 
gotoXY(l,23); 
writeC ':160); 
gotoXY(l,23); 
if not partialflag then 
write('PRESS ', 'S',' FOR CURRENT SCORE ' ) ; 
if partialflag then (• print option •) 
write('USE ARROW KEYS AND F1-F4 KEYS TO MOVE LAYOUT'); 
writeC .. (RETURN TO SKIP)..'); 
fllg :» true; 
while (fllg) do 
begin 
read(kbd,ch); 
if keypressed then 
begin 
read(kbd,ch); (* Read character pressed •) 
case ch of 
#77:begin (• Right arrow key, move lyout one column right*) 

if cfin + 1 > 40 then goto 99; • 
cstrt := cstrt + 1; 
cfin := cfin + 1; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#75:begin (• Left arrow key move one column left •) 

if cstrt - 1 < 2 then goto 99; 
cstrt := cstrt - 1; 
cfin := cfin - 1; 
PRINT (estrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#72:begin (• Up arrow key , move one row up *) 

if rstrt - 1 < 2 then goto 99; 
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rstrt := rstrt - 1; 
rfin := rfin - 1; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#80:begin (• Down arrow key, move one row down •) 

if rfin + 1 > 40 then goto 99; 
rstrt := rstrt + 1; 
rfin := rfin + 1; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#59:begin (* Fl key, move layout 5 columns right •) 

if cfin + 5 > 40 then goto 99; 
cstrt := cstrt + 5; 
cfin := cfin + 5; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#60:begin (• F2 key, move layout 5 columns left •) 

if cstrt - 5 < 2 then goto 99; 
cstrt := cstrt - 5; 
cfin := cfin - 5; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin) ; 

end; 
#61:begin (• F3 key, move layout 5 columns up •) 

if rstrt - 5 < 2 then goto 99; 
rstrt := rstrt - 5; 
rfin := rfin - 5; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
#62:begin (• F4 key, move layout 5 columns down •) 

if rfin + 5 > 40 then goto 99; 
rstrt := rstrt + 5; 
rfin := rfin + 5; 
PRINT(estrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); . 

end; 
end; 

goto 100; 
99 :write (chr(7)); 
100 : end 
else 
begin 
gotoXY(l,23); 
writeC •:80); 
for i := 1 to kb do 
begin (* Find the locations of departments •) 
cell := invic[i]; 
ix := invic[il - 10; 
POSITION(cell,ix); 

end; (* Call routine to calculate score *) 
if upcase(ch) = 'S' then TABLE 
else 
fllg := false; 
end; 
end; 
setflag := false; 
IF tempflag then currentdept(setflag); 



. if (setflag) OR (not tempflag) then 
begin 
pdep := 0; 
flag := true; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY(l,23) ; 
writeC ':160); 
gotoXY(1,23); (* Option to move squares *) 
write('DO YOU WISH TO ARRANGE DEPTS Y/N ' ) ; 
read(kbd,ch); 
gotoXY(1,23); 
writeC •:80); 
if upcase(ch) = 'Y* then 
begin 
flagl :« true; 
x := 6; 
y := 2; 
while (flagl) do 
begin 
gotoXY(x,y); 
read(kbd,ch); 
if keypressed then 
begin 
read(kbd,ch); (• Read character *) 
ease (ch) of 
#77:begin (* Right arrow, move cursor right •) 

if x +3 > 75 then goto 101; 
X := x + 3; 

end; 
#75:begin (• Move cursor left •) 

if X - 3 < 6 then goto 101; 
X := X - 3; 

end; 
#72:begin 

if y -1 < 2 then goto 101; 
y := (y - 1) ; 
end; 

#80:begin 
if y + 1 > 20 then goto 101; 
y := y + 1; 
end; 

#63:begin (* Store square located by cursor *) 
j := round((x - 6)/3) + cstrt; 
i := (y - 2) + rstrt; 
if lay[i,j] <> 0 then 
begin 
okflag := true; 
cdep := lay[i,j]; 
if pdep <> 0 then 
begin (* Cheek department square *) 
if cdep <> pdep then 
begin 
ix := pdep - 10; 
POSITION (pdep,ix); (* Find location of square *) 
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SEPDEPT(ix,okflag);(• Check for separation of squares*) 
if (not okflag) then 
begin 
gotoXY(l,23); 
writeC ':160); (* If separated print message •) 
gotoXY(1,23) ; 
write('DEPT NO: ',pdep:3,'IS SEPERATED ..ARRANGE TOGETHER'); 
message; 
end 
else pdep:= cdep; 
end 
end 
else pdep := cdep; 
goto 102 
end; 
end; 

#64:begin 
if okflag then 
begin (• Place the square in desired place*) 
jl := round((x-6)/3) + cstrt; 
il := (y - 2) + rstrt; 
if lay[il,jl] <> 0 then goto 101; 
lay[il,jl] := lay[i,j]; 
lay[i,j] := 0; 
PRINT(cstrt,cfin,rstrt,rfin); 

end; 
end; 
end; 

goto 102; 
101: write(ehr(7)); 
102: end 
else 
begin 
i := 1; fla := true; 
while (i <= n) and (fla) do 
begin 
cell := invic[i]; 
ix := invic[i] - 10; 
POSITION (eell,ix); 
SEPDEPT(ix,okflag); 
if (not okflag) then 
begin 
gotoXY (1,23); 
writeCDEPT NO: ',cell:3,'IS SEPERATED ..ARRANGE TOGETHER'); 
message; 
fla := false; 
end 
else 1 := i + 1; 
end; 
if okflag then 
begin (* Calculate score *) 
if upcase(ch) = 'S' then TABLE 
else 
flagl := false; 
end; 
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end 

end; 
end 
else 
flag := false 
end; 
end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE layprint; 
(* For the final printout in paper, this procedure 

searches for the starting and finishing point of 
the layout in the matrix and prints that portion 
alone *) 

var rs,rf,es,cf :integer; 
pflag,pflagl : boolean; 

begin 
i := 12; pflag := true; 
while (i >= 3) and (pflag) do 
begin 
pflagl := true; 
j := 2; 
while (j <= 40) and (pflagl) do (• Search backward in row *) 
begin 
if lay[i-l,j] <> 0 then pflagl := false 
else j := j + 1 

end; 
if (pflagl) then pflag := false 
else 1 := i - 1 
end; 
rs := i; 
i := rs + 18; 
pflag := true; 
while (i <= 39) and (pflag) do 
begin 
pflagl := true; 
j := 2; 
while (j <« 40) and (pflagl) do 
begin (* Search forward *) 
if lay[i + I, j] <> 0 then pflagl := false 
else j := j + 1 
end; 
if (pflagl) then pflag := false 
else i := i + 1; 
end; 
rf := i; 
j := 12; pflag := true; 
while (j >= 3) and (pflag) do 
begin 
pflagl := true; 
i : = 2 • 
while (i <= 40) and (pflagl) do 
begin (* Search backward in column *) 
if lay[i,j-l] <> 0 then pflagl := false 
else i := i + 1 
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• end; 
if (pflagl) then pflag := false 
else j := j - 1 

end; 
cs := j; 
j := cs + 20; 
pflag := true; 
while (j <= 39) and (pflag) do 
begin 
pflagl :» true; 
i := 2; 
while (i <= 40) and (pflagl) do 
begin (* Search forward •) 
if lay[i,j+l] <> 0 then pflagl := false 
else i := i + 1 
end; 
if (pflagl) then pflag := false 
else j := j + 1; 
end; 
cf := j; 
PRINT(CS,CF,RS,RF); (• call routine to print the layout •) 

end; 

PROCEDURE savdata; 

(* Transfers the input data into another array •) 
(* for final printing and saving •) 

var 1 ,j :integer; 
begin 
for i := 1 to n do 
deparea[i] := naray[i,2]; 
for i := 1 .to n do 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
svrel[i,j] := nrel[i,j]; 
end; 

(* MAIN PROGRAM •) 
begin 
ASSIGNFILES; 
nlay := 40; (* Initialization •) 
nrat := 6; 
fn := 0; 
saveflag := 0; 
reeditflag := 0; 
while not eof(dirl) do 
begin 
fn := fn + 1; (* Read the existing data sets *) 
readin (dirl,files[fn]); 

end; 
nfiles := fn; 
close (dirl); 
clrscr; 
i := 0; 
while not eof(menul) do 
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(* Read the main menu *) 

(* Print the main menu •) 

begin 
i :« i + 1; 
readin(menul,temp[i]); 

end; 
numb :» i; 
sflag :» true; 
while (sflag) do 
begin 
clrscr; 
for i :» 1 to numb do 
writeln(temp[i]); 
gotoXY(20,20); 
write CENTER CHOICE : ' ) ; 
flag := true; 
while (flag) do 
begin 
gotoXY(35,20); 
read(kbd,ch); (• Select choice •) 
val(ch,choice,result); 
if (choice >= 1) and (choice <= 3) then flag := false; 

end; 
case choice of 
1:DIRLIST 
2: begin 

USEFILE; 
end; 

3:begin 
BUILDFILE 
sflag :» false; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
flag := true; 
while(flag) do 
begin 
SAVDATA; 
READIN; 
MESSAGE; 
clrscr; 
if iopt = 1 then 
begin 
window(l,l,80,25); 
writeCFROM NEXT SCREEN YOU WILL BE VIEWING PARTIAL LAYOUTS ' ) ; 
writeln('WITH FOLLG OPTIONS'); 
write(•=•:69); 
writeln; 
end 
else 
begin 
writeln (output,• NEXT SCREEN IS THE FINAL LAYOUT ' ) ; 
writeln(output,• ================================ i). 
end; 
writeln; 
writeln('OPTION 1. MOVING THE LAYOUT ' ) ; 
writeln (•===="=»='== = = '=== = ===='=== ' ) ; 

(* Print the names of existing data sets •) 

(* Use an existing data set *) 

(• Construct a new data set *) 

(* Transfer input data •) 
(* Call READIN routine •) 
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beg in 
k v i c t := n a r a y [ i , l ] ; 
kb :» i ; 
i n v i c [ i ] := k v i c t ; 
P L A C E ( i , i , n b n , n b w , n b s , n b e ) ; 

(* 
(* 

TCR greater than 500 •) 
Select winner •) 

jarj [i,l] 
jarj[i,2] 
jarj[i,3] 
jarj[i,61 
if iopt > 
begin 
LAYLST 
end 
end 

end; 
110 

0 

« kvict; 
= 0; 
= 0; 
= 99; 
then 

= 0; 
0; 

fdep + 1; 

ALL THE DEPARTMENTS HAVE BEEN SHOWN ALREADY') 

CHOOSE ONE FROM BELOW'); 

= 1 
SERIAL 
to n do 

NO. DEPT TCR ' ) 

if kb < n then 
begin 
ker [7] 
fdep := 
repeat 
fdep : =» 
if fdep > n then (* Check wheather all depts have been shown *) 
begin 
clrscr; 
writeln ( 
writeln; 
writeln( 
writeln; 
writeln; 
writeln ( 
for i 
begin 
write(i:6, 
writeln; 
end; 
writeln; 
writeC ENTER THE SERIAL NO 
read (fdep); 
layflag.:= true; 
end 
else layflag := false; 
if kb > 0 then 
begin 
kwin := naray[fdep,1]; 
khold := kwin; 
VICTOR(inar,kr); 
kvict := naray[inar,1]; 
DBOUND(inar,nn,nw,ns,ne); 
PLACE(inar,kb,nn,nw,ns,ne) 
jarj[kb,6] :» 0; 
goto 260; 

:18,naray[1,1],' ' :20,naray[i,5]) 

(• Select winner with highest TCR •) 

end 
else 
begin 
kwin := naray[fdep,1] 
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9 ; 

khold := kwin; 
kvict := kwin; 
invic[l] := kwin; 
kb := 1; 
inar :» 1; 
kr :» 0; 
j a r j [fdep,1] := kv ic t ; 
for j := 2 to 7 do 
jarj [fdep,j] := 0; 
length := naray[fdep,4]; (• Length of dept block •) 
Iwidth := naray[fdep,3]; (• Width of dept block •) 
nub := naray(fdep,2]; 
il :=trunc((nbn + nbs - Iwidth) / 2 + 1); 
jl :=trunc((nbw + nbe - length) / 2 + 1); 
while (il + Iwidth -1 ) > nbs do 
il := 11 - 1; 
while (jl + length - 1) > nbe do 
jl := jl - 1; 
if il < nbn then 
begin 
11 := nbn; 
Iwidth := nbs - nbn + 1; 

end; 
if jl < nbw then 
begin 
jl := nbw; 
Iwidth := nbe - nbw + 1; 

end; 
nu := 0; 
i := kvict - 10; 
for i := 1 to Iwidth do 
for j := 1 to length do 
begin 
ii := il + I - 1; 
jj :» jl + j - 1? 
lay[ii,jj] := kvict; (• Place the winner in the layout *) 
nu := nu + 1; 
if nu >= nub then goto 260 

end; 
260:if iopt > 0 then 

begin (* If Partial lyout option is selected •) 
partialflag := true; 
message; 
clrscr; 
LAYLST; (* Print the layout *) 
partialflag := false; 

end; 
end; 
until layflag = false; (• Until user accepts one department *) 
layflag := true; 
if kb < n then 
begin 
kl := kb + 1; 
kkk := kl; 
while (kkk <= n) do (* Do till all depts have been placed *) 
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begin 
VICTOR (inar,kr); 
if kr < 0 then 19 := kkk 
else 
begin 
DBOUND(inar,nn,nw,ns,ne); 
kvict := invic[kkk]; 
PLACE (inar,kkk,nn,nw,ns,ne); (• Find a place •) 
jarj [kkk,6] := 0; 
if iopt > 0 then 
begin 
partialflag := true; 
LAYLST; 
partialflag := false; 
end; 
end; 
19 := n; 
kkk := kkk + 1; 

end 
end; 
if iopt = 1 then 
begin 
clrscr; 
gotoXY(15,12); 
write('NEXT SCREEN IS THE FINAL LAYOUT ' ) ; 
end; 
MESSAGE; 
gotoxy (44,24); 
writeC •:28); 
clrscr; 
tempflag := false; 
LAYLST; 
j9 := 7; 
for i := 1 to 19 do 
for j := 1 to j9 do 

end; 
clrscr; 
fllagl := true; 
while (fllagl) do (• Print Re-edit menu •) 
begin 
clrscr; 
assign(menu3,•menu3.dat');reset(menu3); 
while not eof(menu3) do 
begin 
readin(menu3,tempi); 
writeln(tempi); 
end; 
close(menu3); 
writeln; 
reeditflag := 1; 
writeC ENTER CHOICE (1-8) : ' ) ; 
flag2 := true; 
while (flag2 ) do 
begin 
gotoXY(20,47); 
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read(kbd,ch); (* Select choice •) 
val(ch,choice,cor); 
if (choice >= 1) and (choice <= 7) then flag2 := false; 

end; 
case choice of 
l:begin (* Choice to edit the areas *) 

for i := 1 to n do 
naray(i,2] := deparea[i]; 
AREAINPUT; 
for i := 1 to n do 
deparea[il := naray[i,21; 
end; 

2:begin (* edit the relationships •) 
for i : = 1 to n do 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
nrel[i,j] :* svrel[i,j]; 
RELATIONSHIP; 
for i := 1 to n do 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
svrel[i,j] := nrel[i,j]; 

end; 
3: RATINGS 
4: OPTINP 
5: begin 

if not clsflag then close (dfile); 
assign(dfile,'dat.dat');rewrite(dfile); 
fllagl :=false; 
clsflag := false; 
for i := 1 to n do (• Transfer the edited data *) 
naray[i,2] := deparea[i]; (• to original data array •) 
for i := 1 to n do (* and rerun the program *) 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
nrel[i,j] := svrel[i,j]; 
end; 

6: begin (* Print the input and results *) 
writeln(1st,' ':15,'INPUT DATA AND RESULTS PRINT OUT'); 
^.-j^eindst ' ' : 15 • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' ) • 
writeln(1st); 
for 1 := 1 to 80 do 
writedst,'-') ; 
writeln(lst); 
writeln(dfile); / 
writeln(dfile); 
writeln(dfile,' FINAL LAYOUT ' ) ; 
writeln(dfile, ' = = = = = ======= • ) ; 
writeln(dfile); 
printflag := true; 
layprint; 
writeln(dfile); 
for i := 1 to 80 do 
write(dfile,'-'); 
writeln(dfile); 
writeln (dfile,' DISTANCE TABLE AND SCORE SECTION ' ) ; 
writeln(dfile,' ================================ • ) ; 
writeln(dfile); 
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table; 
printflag := false; 
close (dfile); 
assign(dfilel,'datl.dat');reset (dfilel) ; 
while not eof (dfilel) do 
begin 
readin (dfilel,tempi); 
writelndst,tempi) ; 
end; 
close(dfilel); 
assign(dfile,'dat.dat');reset(dfile); 
while not eof(dfile) do 
begin 
readin(dfile,tempi); 
writeln(1st,tempi); 
end; 
clsflag := true; 
close (dfile); 

end; 
7:begin (• save the data in a file *) 

fflag := true; 
while (fflag) do 
begin 
clrscr; 
gotoXY(15,10); 
write CENTER THE FILENAME YOU WISH TO SAVE THE DATA: ') 
readin(filename); 
if filename <> '' then 
begin 
fn := 1; 
fflagl := true; 
while (fn <= nfiles) and (fflagl) do 
begin (• Check wheather existing filename^) 
if files [fn] = filename then 
begin 
clrscr; 
gotoXY(10,12); 
write('FILENAME ALREADY EXISTS DO YOU ' ) ; 
write('WISH TO REPLACE ? Y/N ' ) ; 
read(kbd,eh); 
if upease(ch) = 'Y' then fflag := false; 
fflagl := false; 

end 
else 
fn := fn + 1; 

end; 
if fflagl then 
begin 
fflag := false; 
nfiles := nfiles + 1; 
files[nfiles] := filename; 
assign(dirl,'prfile.dat');rewrite (dirl); 
for fn := 1 to nfiles do 
writeln(dirl,files[fn]); (• Add the new file •) 
close (dirl); (* in the directory *) 
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Or"' 

end; 
end; 

end; 
assign(desn,filename); (* Write the data in the file *) 
rewrite(desn); 
writeln (desn,n); 
for i :» 1 to n do 
writeln (desn,deparea [i]:6); 
for i :» 1 to n do 
for j := i + 1 to n do 
writeln(desn,svrel[i,jl:2); 
for 1 := 1 to 7 do 
writeln(desn,ker[1]); 
close (desn); 

end; 
8: begin (• Choice to quit •) 

flag := false; 
reeditflag := 0; 
fllagl := false; 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end. 
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APPENDIX B 

Instructions to the User 

ARCORLAP is designed to help the facility planner to 

"build" one or more data sets to his or her specification 

and create alternate basic layout patterns(block plans). 

The planner can make alternative arrangements of entering 

departments, adjusting the shapes, and modifing the other 

input data such area, relationships etc. By camparing the 

alternate block plans, the user will be better able to 

select the appropriate one. 

The program requires a IBM PC, T.I PC or PC 

campatiabale computer with a minimum of 256, K memory and at 

least one disk drive. A printer (80 or more columns) is 

recommended so the analyst may retain printed copies of the 

results. 

Loading and Running the Program 

Power up the computer with a system diskette in drive A 

Place the program diskette in drive B. Configure the 

system to be operating from drive B. If you see an A on the 

screen, type B: and press return key. Type ARCORLAP (the 

program name) as shown below. 

B>ARCORLAP 

99 
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This will cause the computer to load the program and 

data files used by the program. After the program has 

finished loading and initializing the MAIN MENU shown below 

in figure 17 will appear 

MAIN MENU 

1. Print existing data files 

2. Use one of the existing files 

3. Construct a new data file 

ENTER CHOICE (1-3): 

Figure 17. Main menu 

The MAIN MENU contains three choices. The designer can 

select a choice by entering either a 1 for the first option, 

2 for the second, or 3 for the third option. 

1) The first option (Print the Existing Files), lists the 

name of previously constructed data files, which have 

been saved on the disk. 

2) The second option (Use one of the existing files) will 

cause the computer to list the names of the previously 

constructed data files (as in option 1), and will then 
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request the designer to input the name of the file to be 

used for developing the layout. 

3) The third option should be chosen if the designer wants 

to construct a new data file. 

Construction of â  new dataset 

If option three is selected the program will move to 

the section where the user will be asked for the number of 

departments to be placed in the layout. The program does 

not allow the number of departments to be more than 45. 

The prompt is as follows: 

ENTER NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS (1-45): 7 

The program is illustrated by an example with 7 

departments. After the number of departments is entered, 

then figure 2 shown below is displayed. A table is printed 

with the number of departments in the left. The cursor is 

placed in the area column adjacent to the first department. 

The user is required to enter the area (between 10 and 

32760) and this is repeated until all departmental areas 

have been defined. 
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AREA SECTION ENTER THE DEPARTMENT AREAS 

DEPT.NO 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

AREA 

12000 
8000 
6000 

12000 
8000 

12000 
12000 

Figure 18. Example of area entry screen 

Once this task is accomplished, the user is given the 

following option: DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE AREA Y/N to edit 

any of the areas. A 'N' or 'n' response for the above 

question will take you to the next section. A 'Y' or 'y' 

will ask for the department number, whose area needs to be 

changed, and the new area. After the editing is completed, 

then the program will again ask the question "DO YOU WISH TO 

EDIT THE AREA Y/N". If no more changes are needed then 

press "N" key. 

STANDARD WEIGHTS OF RATINGS 

In this section the weights for the ratings (A, E, I, 

0, U, X) are displayed shown in figure 19, with a question 

"DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE RATINGS ENTER Y/N" at the bottom of 

the screen. 
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STANDARD RATINGS USED 

NO RATINGS MEANING WEIGHT 

6 A ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 243 

5 E ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT 81 

4 I IMPORTANT 27 

3 0 ORDINARY CLOSENESS 9 

2 U UNIMPORTANT 1 

1 X UNDESIRABLE -729 

DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE WEIGHTS ENTER Y/N 

Figure 19. Display of weights for letter code ratings 

If you wish to revise the weights then press 'Y' or 

'y.' A 'y' response will cause a request for the number of 

the rating (which is given in the first column in figure 

19). The number should be between 1 and 6. After the number 

is entered it will ask for the new value. Once the change 

has been entered the edited values are displayed with the 

same question "DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE RATINGS ENTER Y/N." 

If no more revisions are required enter an 'N' or 'n.' This 

will cause the program to move to the next section. 
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Relationship Entry Section 

The next section of the program is the Relationship 

entry. The program will display the Relationship entry 

matrix as shown in figure 20, and prompt the user to enter 

the relationships between departments. You will be able to 

enter only in the upper half of the matrix (i.e., above " \ 

" character). You should enter "A," "E," "I," "0," "U," or 

"X" only, any other entry will not be accepted. After all 

the entries have been made the question "DO YOU WISH TO EDIT 

THE RELATIONSHIP Y/N" will appear at the bottom of the 

screen. An 'N' or 'n' response to the question will cause 

the program to move to the next section "Optional Inputs." 

RELATIONSHIP ENTRY SECTION (ENTER A,E,I,0,U,X, ONLY) 

FROM 
DEPT 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

1 

\ 

TO 
2 

E 
\ 

DEPT 
3 

0 
U 
\ 

4 

I 
E 
U 
\ 

5 

0 
I 
U 
I 
\ 

6 

U 
I 
0 
u 
A 
\ 

7 

U 
U 
U 
U 
I 
E 
\ 

DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE RELATIONSHIP ENTER Y/N: 

Figure 20. Example of relationship entry screen 

If the response is a 'Y' or 'y' then the program will take 

the user through the following procedure. The user will be 
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asked for the department number whose relationship should be 

changed, and the new relationship. An example for changing 

the relationship between department 2 & 5 is shown below. 

FROM DEPT: 2 TO DEPARTMENT: 5 RELATIONSHIP: A 

After the editing is over the program will again ask the 

question "DO YOU WISH TO EDIT THE RELATIONSHIP." If there 

is no change in relationship needed then enter 'N' or 'n.' 

Optional Input 

For the optional input the following questions (or) 

messages will be displayed. A return should be pressed for 

default values. The first question concerns about the side 

of each square, which will be used to denote each department 

in the layout. 

ENTER MINIMUM SQUARE SIDE (Press Return for default): 

The default value will be calculated by the program. 

For the example problem in discussion, the default value is 

used. 

To use the interactive design option of ARCORLAP the 

analyst must request that the partial layout be displayed at 

each step. This option is initiated through the following 

Query: 
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DO YOU WISH TO VIEW PARTIAL LAYOUTS Y/N: Y 

A 'y' or "Y" response for the above question will cause 

the program to display the layout after every department is 

placed in the layout. The default for the above question is 

a 'N*. The 'N' response will cause the program to print 

only the final layout after all the departments have been 

placed in the layout. For the example problem a 'y' is 

pressed. 

Department Selection And Placement 

At each step ARCORLAP will do the necessary calcula

tions, select and place the next department to enter the 

layout. While doing calculations the message "XXX WAIT XXX" 

will appear on the screen and once the calculations are over 

this message will be replaced by the message "PRESS ANY KEY 

TO CONTINUE". 

Pressing any key for the above message will cause the 

program to display the explanation of the options provided 

at this point in the process, as shown in figure 21. 

Option 1: Moving the layout 

The layout is a 40x40 matrix. Since the matrix may be 

larger than the display capabilities of the screen, only the 
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center part of the layout matrix will be shown. This option 

provides facility to see the rest of the matrix. 

Pressing right, left, up and down arrow keys will cause 

the computer to move the layout one step on the correspon

ding side. 

The function keys on the keyboard Fl, F2, F3 and F4 

helps for faster movement of the layout. Pressing Fl will 

cause the computer to move the layout 5 steps to the right 

hand-side and F2, F3 and F4 will move 5 steps on the left, 

top and bottom sides respectively. 

Option 2: Arranging the Departments 

This option allows the user to move the squares of any 

department to another location in order to get a refined 

shape. It works like cut and paste. If you select this 

option in the layout screen, ARCORLAP will place the cursor 

at the top left hand side corner. To move squares, first 

move the cursor, by using arrow keys, to the square to be 

moved and then press F5. Then move the cursor to the empty 

location where it is to be placed and press F6. 

Layout Display 

At each step of the layout development the layout is 

displayed, as shown in figure 22. This figure details the 
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OPTION 1. MOVING THE LAYOUT 

USE THE ARROW KEYS TO MOVE THE LAYOUT TO THE CORRESPONDING SIDE 

USE F1,F2,F3 AND F4 KEYS FOR MOVING LAYOUT FIVE TIMES THE ARROW MOVES 

OPTION 2.ARRANGING DEPARTMENTS 

1. IDENTIFY THE CELL TO BE MOVED USING ARROW KEYS 

2. PRESS F5 KEY TO STORE THAT CELL 

3. USING ARROW KEYS SELECT AN EMPTY PLACE TO PUT THAT CELL 

4. PRESS F6 KEY TO PUT THAT CELL IN THE SELECTED PLACE. 

PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE 

Figure 21. Screen of layout arrangement options 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 15 
23 
24 
25 . . . 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

USE ARROW KEYS AND F1-F4 KEYS TO MOVE THE LAYOUT.. (RETURN TO SKIP) 

Figure 22. First partial layout 
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first partial layout with the department selected by the 

algorithm placed in the center of the layout. You should 

note that for the purpose of clarity and uniformity the 

program adds 10 to all departments (in figure 22, you can 

see department 5 printed as 15). The message at the bottom 

in figure 22 is to inform that option 1 explained in figure 

21 can be used. Following any adjustments to the screen 

field of view, ARCORLAP will request confirmation of its 

choice for entering department with the following query: 

"CURRENTLY ENTERED DEPARTMENT IS 15 IS IT O.K." 

If the user agree then a 'Y' (or) 'y' is pressed. An 

'N' (or) 'n' response will take that department out from the 

layout and cause the program to return to the selection 

sequence. In the current example problem a 'Y' is pressed. 

Next, ARCORLAP will inquirel "DO YOU WISH TO ARRANGE 

DEPARTMENTS? Y/N. " This is to provide the user with option 

2 explained in figure 21. If an 'Y' or 'y' is entered, the 

cursor will be placed at the left handside top corner and 

the user will be allowed to move squares. In the case of 

arrangements it should be noted that the program will not 

allow any department square being separated from the rest of 

its' squares. The process of arranging department squares 

can be done any number of times. After the arrangements are 
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over, the return key is pressed. 

ARCORLAP then proceeds to select the next department 

and the process of acceptance and placement begins again. 

The next partial layout is shown in figure 23. At this time 

an 'N' or 'n' response for the acceptance question, produces 

the second partial layout again as shown in figure 24, with 

another department in it. 

If all remaining departments are sequentially rejected 

for selction, the following message will be displayed on the 

screen: 

"ALL DEPARTMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE DEPARTMENT(S) IN 

THE LAYOUT ARE EXHAUSTED. SO NOW YOU MUST SELECT ONE 

FROM THOSE REJECTED." 

ARCORLAP will then display all the unplaced departments 

as shown in figure 25. To select a department from those 

displayed, the user enters the corresponding serial number 

of the department. 

ARCORLAP will continue to select and place departments 

until all departments have been placed. Then it will 

display the message "NEXT SCREEN IS THE FINAL LAYOUT" with a 

"PRESS- ANY KEY TO CONTINUE " message at the bottom. 

Pressing any key will display the final layout. 
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12. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

16 16 
15 

F i g u r e 2 3 . S e c o n d p a r t i a l l a y o u t 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 12 
22 15 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
2 8 c . . . . 

29 ' 
3 0 c . . 

Figure 24. Second partial layout again 
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REJECTED DEPARTMENTS 

SERIAL NO. DEPT. NO 

1 16~" 

2 15 

3 12 

4 11 

ENTER CHOICE ( 1 - 4 ) : 

Figure 25. Screen of rejected departments display 

The final layout is the same as the final partial 

layout. In the final layout screen shown in figure 26, an 

option to evaluate the layout ("PRESS 'S' FOR CURRENT 

SCORE") will be displayed at the bottom of the screen, 

pressing "S" will cause use the program to calculate the 

score (which is the product of the distances between the 

departments and the numerical value of the ratings between 

them), and prints this score at the bottom of the screen. A 

final pass at rearranging department squares is offered with 

the query: "DO YOU WISH TO ARRANGE DEPARTMENTS Y/N" again 

at the bottom of the screen. If the user wishes to alter 

the shape of departments. He/she can do by entering a 'Y' 

or 'y'. The Procedure is the same as that discussed earlier 

in figure 21. After any final rearrangement is performed, 

the new score can be obtained by pressing the "S" key. The 

Lower the score, the better the layout. Rearrangements can 
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12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 . 13 14 14 
21 16 12 11 
22 16 15 11 
23 17 17 
24 
25 
26 
27 . 
28 
29 
30 

PRESS 'S' FOR CURRENT SCORE 

USE ARROW KEYS AND F1-F4 KEYS TO MOVE THE LAYOUT.. (RETURN TO SKIP) 

Figure 26. Final layout with score option 
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continue to be made until the user is satisfied with the 

final result. 

REEDITING, PRINTING AND SAVING 

This section allows the facilities planner to revise 

parts of the data used in the program and rerun the program 

to create another layout from scratch. This section also 

provides options to print the input data, the calculations 

and the results, and to save the input data in a file which 

could be used at any other time. ARCORLAP prints a REDO 

selection menu as shown in figure 27 with 8 options. 

Option 1: Edit the Areas 

Choosing this option will cause the program to display 

figure 18 the areas of departments, and allow the user to make 

changes to it. When the editing is over, ARCORLAP returns 

to the REEDIT MENU. 

Option 2: Edit the Relationship 

This option will take the user to figure 20, the 

relationship matrix and will allow them to edit the 

relationships between departments. When the editing is over 

ARCORLAP returns to REEDIT MENU. 

Option 3j_ Edit the Ratings 

This option will display the standard weights of ratings 
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as shown in figure 19, and necessary changes can be made. 

Exiting this procedure returns the user to the REEDIT MENU. 

Option 4: Edit the Optional Inputs 

This option allows the user to make changes to the 

optional input section. The user is then returned to the 

REEDIT MENU. 

Option 5: Rerun the program 

This option is used to run the program again with the 

changes made using the above 4 options. 

Option 6: Print the input data and results 

Choosing this option will cause the program to print 

the input data, the calculations the final layout and the 

distance table for the case most recently run. An example 

printout for the example problem is given in figure 28. 

Option 7: Save the input data 

This option allows the user to save the input data 

which created the layout you have obtained in a file which 

can be used at a latter time for further modifications. 

This option reqires a name for the file in which the data 

should be stored. The name should be less than or equal to 

14 characters in length. ENTER THE FILENAME YOU WISH TO 

SAVE THE DATA:. If the filename entered already exists. 
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ARCORLAP will ask if you wish to replace the existing file 

with a new one. If the answer is 'Y' or 'y' then it 

will replace the existing file with the new data. Otherwise 

a new file name can be entered. 

RE-EDIT MENU 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Edit the Areas 

Edit the Relationship 

Edit the Weights of Ratings 

Edit the optional inputs 

Rerun the Program 

Print the Input data and Results 

Save all the data in a file 

Quit 

Figure 27. Reedit menu d isp lay 

Option 8: Quit 

Exercising this option will cause an exit from the 

program and returns the user back to the operating system 
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STANDARD RATINGS USED 

NO RATINGS MEANING WEIGHT 

6 A ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY 243 

5 E ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT 81 

4 I IMPORTANT 27 

3 0 ORDINARY CLOSENESS 

2 U UNIMPORTANT 1 

1 X UNDESIRABLE -729 

NO .OF DEPARTMENTS : 7 

9 

NO 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

AREA 

12000 
8000 
6000 

12000 
8000 

12000 
12000 

N 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

DATA 
W 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

S 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

E 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

REL.CHARTS 

0 5 3 4 3 2 2 
5 0 2 5 4 4 2 
3 2 0 2 2 3 2 
4 5 2 0 4 2 2 
3 4 2 4 0 6 4 
2 4 3 2 6 0 5 
2 2 2 2 4 5 0 

TOTAL AREA = 70000.00 

ELEMENT SQUARE = 6000.00 

TOTAL NO. OF ELEMENT SQUARES NEEDED FOR LAYOUT IS 23.0 

Figure 28. Example of Results printout 
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DEPARTMENTAL DATA 

NO NO.OF BLOCK BLOCK TCR 
UNIT 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

SQRS 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 

AFTER SORTING 

NO UNITS 
== ==== 
15 1 
16 2 
12 1 
11 2 
14 2 
17 2 
13 1 

: = 

L 
= 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

WIDTH 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

THE 

W 
= 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 

LENGTH 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 

DEPARTMENTAL 

TCR 
== = 
23 
22 
22 
19 
19 
17 
14 

19 
22 
14 
19 
23 
22 
17 

DATA 

FINAL LAYOUT 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 13 14 14 
21 16 12 11 
22 16 15 11 
23 17 17 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Figure 28 (Continued). 
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DISTANCE TABLE AND SCORE SECTION 

DISTANCE TABLE 

6 RATING ( 1 PAIRS ) 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
15 16 0 

5 RATING ( 3 PAIRS ) 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
12 14 0 
16 17 0 
11 12 0 

DISTANCE TABLE 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
15 17 0 
12 16 0 
12 15 0 
11 14 0 
14 15 1 

3 RATING ( 3 PAIRS ) 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
11 15 0 
13 16 0 
11 13 2 

2 RATING ( 9 PAIRS ) 
FROM TO DISTANCE 
13 14 0 
12 13 1 
11 16 1 
11 17 1 
14 16 1 
12 17 1 
14 17 2 
13 17 2 
13 15 2 

SCORE FOR THE LAYOUT IS 32 

Figure 28 (Continued). 
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